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Oooh yes, the
sheer delight of last
year's 'Birtliday' single
1s still so clear, so perfed, that the s.-rcnes
can't fail to be huge
this year. They came
from Iceland, from nowhere, and we're still
in a tizz. That beautiful
fravile vocal of Bjork,
hair all over that
charming elfin faced
and that perfedly hel .
musical accompaniment
that drifts and swirls
evocatively! There's
another single in the
pipeline and a debut LP
promised soon - heQ•
ven is around the corner. I've got a sweet
tooth again.
Andy Strickland
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hey're not hardcore, left-field _o'r remotely
avant-garde, but Millions Like Ua have a
sporting chance of serious mainstream chart
success in '88. Basically a duo, consiljting ol
Jeep and John O'Kane, they were' the first
signing to Virgin's subsidiary Circa label
(before Hue & Cry), and had their first single
'Guaranteed For Life' released last ye_ai; It
didn't do much here, but managed to nudge ,t he Billboard Hot 100. Jeep has
previously toured with Talk Talk; John sung ba'clting"."vocals for FrEieez and the
Associates, but this is the first band they've both fronted. Their forte is crafting
sophisticated, classy soul/pop songs with intelligent lyrics - shades of (not
surprisingly) Talk Talk, even Go West - and John's fine vocal style is reminiscent
of Michael McDonald. Their debut LP should be released early in '88, and it's quite
a grower, co-produced by Hawk Wolinski, the man responsible for Chaka Khan's
mega 'Ain't Nobody'. There'll always be a market for quality commercial tunes
perfonned with feeling, and MLU are ideally placed to fulfil that need
Betty Page

T

1987 saw the British public going apeshit on all those lucky has-beens
from the fifties whose songs were exhumed co give Levi SO Is an
added boost. All this while real life orooner Chris Isaak was sadly
Ignored. But fear not. The man who looks like a young Elvis Presley
and sings like a young Roy Orbison will be making a bid in '88 for the
British welterweight pin-up title. Armed with a snazzy vintage Gretch
guitar and a wardrobe full of sequinned suits, this, Californian teen
dream will be dripping through the airw~ves

ih tile
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new year. Be hip!

Check out his albu!"'ls 'Chris Isaak' and 'Silvertone' now before the
teenyboppers render him untouchable.

..,, 1··f

One of the faces of '88 is sure to be Steven Dante - the young singer who
made such an impression last year as the rough and ~nsual voice on Jellybean's 'The Real Thing' single. Since that success, Steven has been working
on his solo career in Prince's home town of Minneapolis and is currently
putting the finishing touches to a single in his own right, 'Bring Back My
Heart', which will be out on January 25. Steven looks as good as he sings
(and he sings like the angels themselves) and there's a lot expected of this
young sarf Londoner in the coming months. Whatever happens, it's a safe
bet that you' ll be seeing - and hearing - a lot more of Mr Dante in the
future. And a very nice more it is too . . .
Eleanor Levy

1987, wos the ye~r in which the legacy_ of
Madonna bere fn,ot on the success ·e f glamoreus
girlies like Mel & Kim, Banonoroma, Carol Decker1
Wen!:fy & Lisa end Ann and Nancy Wilson ot
· Hearl; then Oldland/Montano ore determined to
moke sure 1988 continues in the same way.
Of all these .acts,'21 -year-old Michele Oldland and
20-year- old former make-up artist
Kay Montano would probably
appreciate !he Werid_y & Lisa C<?m·
parison mast for there is a musical
(and visual) road plotted more
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Featuring breezy Sixties melodies mixed with
Seventies-style angry young men white pop, the
Thieves are heading for a successful 1988. They
answered an ad in a Scottish newspaper and the
result was their Pathe news spoof for Channel 4's
'Famous For 15 Minutes', which so impressed Jim
Kerr that the Thieves supported Simple Minds at a
benefit concert in Glasgow's Barrowland ballroom.
Exciting, unnerving and tinged with a slightly nasty
bittersweetness, your heart will be stolen by the
Thieves.
Malu H alasa
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When it comes to the grubbier, noisier yet infinitely wonderful
musical stakes of 1988, Dinosaur will be the name o n every hip
cat's lips. American - of course; long hair - bien s11r; the boys
impressed last year with the excellent "Little Furry Things' single
and their album 'Yo u' re Living All Over Me'. Coming along just
in time to sneak the honours at Christmas. they're poised to return
10 these sho res and become the hippest name since .. . the last
one. The difference is, the records are good, AND they'll annoy
your neighbours too.

Andy Strick.land
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20 THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW A.BOUT LAWRENCE FROM FELT

1 Lawrence has a phobia about cheese. This caused minor problems when the
band toured Italy, where he rejected the chefs spaghetti carbonarra in favour of
a chip buttie.
2 So much does he despise cheese, he will not allow even the tiniest morsel in
the house. One day a well known press officer placed a slab of over-ripe Brie in
the great man's fridge. Lawrence immediately cleaned the interior with pine
disinfectant and still swore that it was contaminated.
3 Lawrence lives exclusively on a diet of bread, chips and chocolate. Despite
this indulgence his skin is in remarkably good condition.
4 At a photo shoot for Felt in a Binningham park, Lawrence confused the
wildlife by arranging a selection of strategically, positioned minors around
himself and the band. He groomed his hair and then carefully backed into
position only to find that he had to repeat the process several times due to an
inconvenient breeze.
5 Lawrence makes his band attend a chin massage specialist at least once a
month. This is due to a rabid fear of double chins. Fact: if you have a double
chin, Lawrence from Felt will not speak to you.
6 Lawrence does not like people using his toilet for anything other than
Number Ones.
7 Lawrence's house is like a shrine to the cleaning fluid manufacturers of the
world, and his waste paper bin is as a graveyard for spent air fresheners.
8 Lawrence believes that you can catch warts from other people's dressing
gowns.
9 When Lawrence visits the launderette, he takes with him a special tissue to
wipe away the dribble of fabric conditioner that develops on the outside of the
bottle whenever you use the cap as a measure. So incensed was he at this
inconvenience that he wrote a stiff letter to the conditioner's manufacturer Lever
Bros.
10 Last Christmas Lawrence stayed on his own in his gleaming flat with
no-one for company but a Bernard Matthews turkey roast and a packet of
crackers.

THE JACK RUBIES are the second tip for the top to have appeared

Person L is an enigma. The man has been

on Channel 4's 'Famous For Fifteen Minutes' show, though, of course,

waiting in the wings to unleash his biting. near
musical satire on a deserving world. Due to

we've had our eye on them for a little longer than that. Last year they

play $eve:ral secret London dates this monrh,

swam to the surface with the excellent 'Lobster' single, finally fulfilling

bruised bass guitar lamenting the failure or

the man is to be found thundering away on a

their early promise, and, if they can provide the same tight thrills on
stage as on vinyl this year, 1988 will be seeing a lot more of these
baggy-eyed tasteless shirt merchants.

•.

. . TH

toilet freshc.ners and life in general with a
commitment and humour chat not even Frank
Sidebottom could hope to match. No recocds
on the Immediate hori1on, but look out world.

Are you ready for Person U

W!

S"li
ate11ialis~tc 1dirl'' ~a BRW e
E!N:G THAIJ;.:"family affair",~2 B RW 86)
a RAKIM "mo~e the crowd",(12 BRW aa
· lfDE "i Tound DU" 2 B RW -8
••• a Rian Ion JAN
"fresh, wild, fly & bold"
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Could this be the year when the fob, groovy, red hot (and a host of other tingly
way-over-the-top adjectives) House Of Love take over the world? Well, if
'Shine On', their debut single, is onything to go by, 1988 should be theirs. HOL's
ourol assault, consisttng of Stones-ish, Velve teen guitar, breakneck boss, rattling
drums and crystal clear vocals, deserves to toke over the indie charts and move
into the mainstream. Hoving gained valuable experience supporttng Loughing Larry
from Felt, as well as the Mighty Lemon Drops, House Of Love a re ready to step out
on their own. Another single is planned... and there's already enough material for
severol LPs.

There have been literally
hundreds of young comedy
persons spewing onto our
screens this past year. Alternative comedians they call 'em.
Some of them are even funny.
Impressionists had a field day
with the growth of 'Spitting
Image', fuelling a rise in demand
for anyone who could do a half
decent Ronnie Reagan or Barry
Norman. Now, your straight
comedians, the generally funny
men and women who can stir a
laugh with the raising of an eyebrow were a little more thin on
the groW1d. Brian Connolly is
one of the few. Star of LWT's
'Five Alive' show, he has a touch
of Tommy Cooper about him as
well as a great line in short gags,
timed to perfection. In a business
that suffocates under accolades
for mediocrity, Brian Connolly
has shown himself to be a bit
special. Yet he's still so new noone could come up with a picture
of him! 1988 will be his year, the
frrst of many.
Andy Strickland

. Henry Williams

THE DESERT WOLVES have struck on that most perfect of seen.arias for their
music; of summer driving on a deserted coastal rood, the wind in your hair, sun on
your bock, love on your mind, and cool, cool music oozing out from the car stereo.
That the Wolves creole pure enough pop lo accompany this on only their debut 12
inch from Ugly Mon Records with the pulsating 'Love Scattered Lives' is no mean
achievement, porttculorly when they manage to remain quintessentially British
sounding to boot. New single soon come in February - these guys ore coyotes to
watch out for in '88, roadrunners!

~
~

1
r's a sad fact that young bands who are just starting out on the road to fame, fortune
and an appearance on 'Wogan' are often built up before they've really had a proper
chance to develop, and it's the fault of hacks hoping to make their name on the back
ol someone else's success. The result is the band believing their own press, then having
lo face indifference and insult when the inevitable backlash arrives and promised success
fai1s to materialise. The group subsequently disappear back from whence they came.
So... it's with real t repidation that I predict that, not this year, maybe not even next
ye;,r, but that one day, Manchester's the W altones will be hob-nabbing with that
Wogan creat ure like so many before them.
The Waltones produced two of I 987's most endearingly melodic moments in the
singles 'Downhill' and the early Beatles-ish 'She Looks Right Through Me'; a song
boasting the sweetest, most stomach-knotting harmonies this side of the Osmonds (well,
maybe not). The Waitones are still developing, but offer some punchy pop songs, a
genial, smiling stage presence and in Mark Collins they have the most promising,
charismatic young guitarist since a certain Mr Johnny Marr. But shhh. Don't tell anyone I

en

I

told you, eh1
S
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If 1987 was the year of Neil Webb or Nottingham Forest (ex Pompey!) on the football
field, 1988 is being tipped as the platform for young Paul G ascoigne of Newcastle
United to break through the ranks and enter the elite of Bobby Robson's England squad.
Paul has been picked out on numerous occasions already, but apparently the fact that he's
a bit of a lad - plus a Mars Bar freak - has earnt him slapped wrists and Could Do
Better reports from the England boss. Still, if he gives up the nightlife and i he sweeties,
he may still end up in Italy for the 1990 World Cup finals.
Andy Strickland

of. Again, ii hardly needs to be
said that they miss him more than
he them. Nevertheless, this is the
most challenging and
consequently, rewording single of
the week. Persevere.

C

BRILLIANT
EURYTHMICS ' Shame'
(Virgin) A wonderful single from
the, as yet, criminally unsuccessful
a lbum 'Savage'. A top five placing
with this single would remedy that.
This being the case we con then
safely forget the dreadful
'Revenge'. Hallelujah! Behind the
sorry mess that is Dove Stewart's
hair there lies a pop genius.

SCARLET FANTASTIC 'Plug
Me In' (Arista) I've been given
a four cassette package of this
single which contains four different
versions of the song. This is
enlightening. I now know that
Scarlet Fantastic hove a sense of
humour and D;,iof School ore back
in vogue. I hov·e to soy that I om
shocked on both counts.

'
BLACK 'Paradise' (A&M) As

with all of Block's slower songs,
the percussion track immediately
grabs your attention. As lo ng as
he steers clear of Jomes Hamilton
disco territory, he can't really foil.

ALL

AUTOMATIC DLAMINI 'Me
And My Conscience' (Idea)
I've a lways admired the cheek of
records which blatantly plagiarise
old standards; "paying tribute" I
think Edwyn Collins called it. In
such a tradition Automatic Dlamini
toke Ferry's 'The In Crowd' and
smother it with affection. Not
surprisingly this is better than the
original, if you see what I mean. A
real di~covery.

G
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ELTON JOHN 'Candle In
The Wind' (Phonogram) Not

A

Shorkey's comeback single and
possibly the worst 45 you'll hear
in 1988. Without the protectio n of
his Undertones colleagues,
Sho rkey hos been shown up for
the uninteresting, unoriginal
perlormer he is.

THE FLATMATES 'You're
Gonna Cry' (Subway)/THE
GROOVE FARM 'Surfin'
Into Your Heart' (Subway)/
THE ROSEHIPS 'I Shouldn't
Have To Say' (Subway) Not

JERMAINE STEWART 'Say It
Again' (Siren) A little too slow
to cross over to the doncefloor
and this may reduce the possibility
of it being a hit. However, its lilting
reggae feel and hilarious piano
solo re11der it quite likeable.

even Andy Strickland could like
these!!! No good songs; terrible
'new wove' type sleeves;
appallingly recorded and badly
ployed. All three records sound
very much like the Lurkers. For the
benefit of rm's younger readers,
the Lurkers were a witless bunch
of pub-rockers who mode terrible
records around 1977. The bea t
does indeed go on.

TIFFANY ' I Think We're
Alone Now' (MCA) Recent
American number o ne in which on
ugly 16-yeor-old proves that you
don't need to be beautiful and
talented to get on in this world.
There is hope for me yet.
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LLOYD COLE AND THE
COMMOTIONS ' Jennifer
She Said' (Polydor) Not a
bod record but nowhere near as
catchy as their first single 'Hand In
Glove'.

GODLEY AND CREME 'A
Little Place Of Heaven'
(Polydor) Why two people who
make brillia nt videos for other
people do not hove the talent to
recognise when it is time to stop
making records themselves is
beyond me. A smug, nasty record
which, if my finely honed chart
sensibility is correct, will never be
a hit in a million years.

his best song by any means
although this is a passable live
version of the soppy eulogy to
Marilyn Monroe. Sti ll, I've always
hod a soft spot for old baldy; his
humour and gift for melody hove
always found a place in my
record collection.

WENDY AND LISA
'Sideshow' (Virgin) One
would have to soy that this is .
reminiscent of Prince. I think it's
'Mountains' this most reminds me

P

FEARGAL SHARKEY 'More
Love' (Virgin) Feorgol

INXS ' New Sensation'
(Mercury) A record which sees
lnxs completely submerged in
Amercion rock radio culture.
Thankfully their recent a lbum is
less b rainless sounding than this
flimsily constructed single. In any
case they ore such a good looking
bond one would be inclinded to
forgive them anything.

R
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''We're deeply sorry but we do
have to interrupt 'Captain
Scarlet' for this wonderful
Moosehead advert"
• EMMA FREUD copes with Lemmy between the sheets in 'Pillow Talk'

NETWORK
The start of throughthe-night TV in Britain
hos hardly been
problem-free, with
'Night Network'
initially failing to come
up to its high
expectations. Chris
Twomey talks to the
slot's producer Jill
Sinclair

Why is it that the louder t he fanfare
sounds, the greater the disappointment
is inevitably going to be?
When the UK's first proper night
networked TV wa.s heralded via a series
of somewhat cryptic trailers, the idea
looked promising. At la.st there would
be an appetizing option to the minimal
choice of third rate movie re-runs and
blank screens. Well, how else were we
supposed to react to the Messianic
predictions of celebrities as far removed
a.s Sting and Bananarama! Perhaps if
they'd known what they were
advertising, they'd have been less
euphoric, for, to put it kindly, 'Night
Network' seems to have experienced a
few teething troubles, not in its ability
to transmit as promised, but in meeting
the needs of its semi-conscious
audience.
Perhaps one of the biggest
disappointments so far is its failure to
come up with any genuinely innovative
ideas: any real surprises. To almost
everything that appears during the I am
to 4am scheduling. there's an element
of deja vu. Having wait ed all this time
for authentic nigt1t TV to stagger home
to at the weekends, one might
reasonably have expected something a
little more daring than what's on offer.
"What I wanted to do was include
elements of all the other programmes
I'd ever done." says Jill Sinclair, 'Night
Network"s producer. ''They'd all been
successful either commercially or
critically."
It probably wouldn't surprise too
many people to learn that Jill Sinclair
was the producer behind (amongst
other things) 'Pop Quiz' and 'The
Tube'. Both have lent considerable
chunks of their original formats to
' Night Network'. As it now stands, the
programme's game show host, Nicholas
Parsons, makes a third rate Mike Read
(what a dreadful prospect), so obviously
picked for the camp associations of his
past career. His game show is 'The
Alphabet Game', and its downfall is that
it isn't nearly as awful as 'Sale Of The
Century', rendering Parsons' presence
an incongruous mockery.
Then there's Roland Rivron, 'The
Bunker Show's oversized host. Roland
excells in th·e same beguiling little-boylosc behaviour that made Jools Holland
the darling of (almost) a whole
generation. Emma Freud, meanwhile,
does a passable imitation of a genteel
Paula Yates, though she has a hopelessly
inept bedside manner. Well, what do
you expect from someone who, on her

own admission, had never heard of
Motorhead before she climbed between
the sheets with Lemmy, who t hought
that rm was some kind of supplement
you got with the Daily Mirror, and who
describes Divine as 'terribly nice'?
Emma herself could (genuinely) be
described as 'terribly nice". but is
niceness really what we want at 3am on
a Sunday morning after IO bottles of
Grolsch?
Then, of course, there are the highly
contrived re-runs of 'Captain Scarlet'
and 'Batman', the ruthless sectioning of
which caused hundreds of 'Fandersons'
around the country to take up arms.
"We didn't mean to upset all those
people," says Ms Sinclair. "We're
showing 'Captain Scarlet' and 'Batman'
in complete chunks from now on,
except we've still got to stop for
commercial breaks. I suppose we'II have
to think of an apolo~y caption,
something like: 'We re deeply sorry,
but we do have to interrupt 'Captain
Scarlet' for this wonderful Moosehead
advert'."
To its credit, 'Night Network' does
at least appear to be breaking away
from the frustratingly monochromatic
coverage of music on TV. With a
spectrum of featured bands as polarised
as Aerosmith and Age Of Chance, it's
heartening to know that one section of
the media realises there's life beyond
. Dire Straits.
Jill: "By Friday evening, people will
probably have seen one or more shows
like 'The Roxy', 'Entertainment USA',
'No Limits', TOTP", 'Solid Soul' and
'The Chart Show'. If we gave them
more of the same thing they'd end up
thinking that's all there was. Which is
not to say we'd turn down Dire Straits
- we haven't got a policy as such although we do draw t he line at Five
Star.
"The good thing about being on at
night i.s that you can show a Beastie
Boys video and be fairly certain that the
phones aren't going to light up. We
could have shown George Michael's 'I
Want Your Sex' video, for instance. had
we been on the air at the time."
Has 'Night Network' lived up to
your original expectations?
"Not entirely," Jill admits. "If I wa.s
writing my own school report for this
programme I'd say there wa.s a lack of
information and a lack of roving
reports. Those are t he cwo biggest
worries for me . .. and obviously some
of the content is worrying."
Couldn't have put it better myself.

e 'STREET CRED' presenter Paul Thompson with cuddly Bob Smith
R N\ 11
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Outrageous rockers, Motley Criie, release a double A-sided single this
week. Tracks featured are 'You're All
I Need' and 'Wild Side', both taken
from Motley Crtie's current album
'Girls, Girls Girls'. The 12 inch features
two extra songs,. 'Home Sweet Home'
from Motley Crue's 1985 album
'Theatre Of Pain' and 'Looks That Kill',
from their 1983 album 'Shout At The
Devil',
A picture disc will be available, and
they'll also be putting out a boxed set
containing the 12 inch single, a poster,
a Harley Davidson patch and mock-up
tour pass. Like, wow, guys.

S

Curiosity Killed T he Cat will be playing a
date at the Hammersmith Odeon on feb,uary
2.0. th~l"r first live show for more than six
months. Tickets priced £6.S0 and £7.50 each
Me available from usual oudets.
•it will be the first time t hac we've performed at Hammers:mith and we're going to
make sure it will be a show to remember", said
Sen Cunos,ty. We're sure it will be,

The Triffids, who release their single 'Tr ick
Of The Light' on January I I. will be playing
Ma/lchester International 2 January 2 1. London
Astoria 23.

Tl>e almost legendary Pop Will Eat Itse lf will
be playing Derby Twentieth Century Club Janu•
MY 13, Plymouth Basins 14, London U LU 15,
Uxbndge Brunel Univer.;i1y 16. The Poppies
S111gle 'There I, No Love Between Us Any•
more' will be o ut on January 18,
The Rhythm Sisters take to the road this
month with dates al Sheffield Leadmill January
9. L~s Irish Centre 13, Bristol Theatre Royal
17, Kendal Brewery Arts Centre 28, London
Otogwalls February 4. More dates will be added
later.

RELEASES
Basia. a girl who deserves lots of good things
If'\ the New Year, releases her single 'Promises'
tiu. week. The Rip side is 'Give Me That', while
the 12 inch w,11 also feature 'Astrid' and "From
Now On'. Watch out lor a yummy Basia picwre compact disc single too. out on January 11.
Brack, alias t he enigmatic Colin Vearncombe,
releases his single 'Paradise' t his week, Taken
once again lrom the 'Wonderful Lile' album, the
lllp side features the previously unavailable crack
'Dagger Reel', and the 12 inch features a newly
recorded version of 'Sometimes For The
Aslung'.

The Mighty Le mon Drops release their single 'Inside Out' on January I I. The ftip side
le>tures 'Shine' while the 12 inch h,s t he extra
track "Head On The Block'. The Droppies will
be reteaslng their album 'World Without End'
en February 15 and t hey'll also be touring soon,
Godley And Creme release their single 'A
lmle Bit Of Heaven' this week. Taken from
therr forthcoming album. w hich should be o ut
in March, the flip side Is ' Bits Of Blue Sky". Kev
and Loi have been spending a lot of time direct•
ing, videos and television corM1ercials and they'll

be st2rting work shortly on their first feature
film "Howling At The Moon'.
Barry White re-releases his classic track 'Never Never Gonna Give You Up' t his week. Jusc
the thing lor dan<lng around your handbag. the
origmal version was out in January I 97~ when it
"'3CMd number 14 in the charts, A Paul Hard·
castle ..mammoth mix" or 'N ever Gonna Give
You Up' will be available with the track re•
1T11Xed, reproduced and overdubbed. This version will run for a staggering seven minutes and
17 ,econds.
Rod Stewart and Wang Chung are t wo of
lhe stars featured on the .soundtrack album of
lhe film 'lnner,pace' out this week. Rod per•
1onns his hardy o ld hit 'Twistin' The Night
Away while Wang Chung perform 'Hypnotise

Me".
AC/DC, who begin a long awaited tour in
March. release their single 'Heacseeker' this
week. The flip side Is 'Go Zone· and both
lnCks are taken from ACIDC's forthcoming
album "Blow Up Your Video'. The 12 inch lea•
the bonus , rack 'Snake Eye',

...-es

Atlantic Starr follow up 'Always' with 'Let
Sun In' this week. Take n from their album
'All In The Name 01 Love' the flip side is

7,e

Femo!es'.

Johnny Cleg and Savuka release their single
Asimbonang-a' chis week. Taken from their

.:bum 'Third World', the phrase 'asimbonango
I ~ means "We have not seen him" and it's

ded,ated to black South African leader Nelson
Mandela and other victims of injustice. Banned
12 R
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SINEAD O'CONNOR kicks off the
New Year w ith her single 'Mondinko'.
It's a remixed version of the track that
appears on her debut album 'The Lion
And The Cobra' and the Aip side is
'Drink Before The War'.
Sineod hos iust completed some live
dotes supporting lnxs, and she'll be lining up a few shows in her own right
soon.

Scarlet Fantastio release

their $ill'gle 'P.1ug Me J.n

(~o The•C::efttral Eox_e
. Line)> 'On J,11nu~r:Y l]. The

flip:,side is <'Plug Me Jn
(T~e Fr~nch Conn~ction)'_ ,
which. we're tbltl, 1s .heav,ly 1nf{uenced b}: (:he filqi
'I.:ast Tango In Paris' and

tl;ie f;rn1ous Fi:ei£1Ch singer
Edith Piaf.
by South Afric-an radio, ' Aslmbonanga' has.

neverttleless, proved to be a big underground
hit in the country.
T he McAuley Schenker Group, who have
ju.st completed an Americ.a tour with Rush, re.
lease t heir single 'Love Is Not A Game· on
January I I . The song is featured on their album
'Perfect Timing'.

Yes, those grand old men of pomp rock, release their single 'Love W ill Find A Way' t his
week. The song was w ritten by Yes guitarist
Trevor Rabin and the flip side is 'Holy Lamb'.
Both songs are taken from the band"s album
' Big Generator'.
Super rompy Debbie Gibson, who's already
had 2 top five American hit with her debut
single 'Only In My Dreams', releases: her single
'Shake Your Love' this week. 'Snake Your
Love' is a track from Debbie's debut album
'Out 01 The Blue' and t he flip side is 'Wake Up
To Love'.

Tlte c~. the bandJ.fQ!lted &y Qui1en't Roger Taylor, release t heir debut single 'Shove It'
this week, and they'll also be out touring. See
o ld Rog trade in his drumsticks lor a guit.>· at
Leeds Bodington Hall February 19, Glasgow
Queen Margaret Union 20, Leicester
Polytechnic 21, Sheffield Polytechnic 23, Not•
t ingham Rock City 24, Manchester University
26, Bradford University 27. Newcastle Mayfair
28, Southampton Mayfair March I, Cardiff University 2. Norwich UEA 4. Birmingham Hum.
mingbird 5, Guildford Civic Hall 9, London
Town And Country I0.
The Cross' debut LP. 'Shove It', is due lor
release on January 25.

·u pbeat 2', a dance album featuring t racks by
Alexander O'Neal, LL Cool J, Terence
Trent D'Arby and Usa Usa A nd Cult Jam
will be o ut on January 18. Alexander performs
'Criticise', LL Cool J gets sentimental w it h ' I
Need Love', Terence Trenc D'Arby performs
'Dance Lictle Sister' and Lisa Lisa And Cult Jam
contribute 'Lost In Emotion'.
Thomas Lang re-releases his single 'The Hap•
py Man' this week. The flip side is a new com-

position, 'Skin', while t he 12 inch includes Thomas' interpretatlon of Jacques Bref's song 'Sons
Of.
Breathe release their single 'Hands To

Heaven' this week, I'm told it's a "perfect ly
crafted love song". Wowee.
Philadelphia band Pretty Poison release their
first British single 'Catch Me (I'm Falling)' chis
week. It's 31ready been a big dancefloor smash
ln America and it's featured in t he film 'Hiding

Out'.
Deacon Blue release a brand new recording
of ' Dignity" as a single o n January 11. Produced
by Bob Clearmountain, who has recently worked wit h Bruce Springsteen and lnxs, the flip
side of the single Is 'Suffering°. A limited edit ion
EP will be available also featuring ' Ralntown'
and 'Down In The Flood'.

Ray Parker Jr will follow up 'I Don't Think
That Man Should Sleep Alone' wit h 'Over You'
on January 4. The single features a duet with
Natalie Cole a.s featured on the album 'After
Dark'. The nip side is anocher 'After Dark' cut,
'Lovin' You'.

The Screaming Blue Messiahs release their single 'I Wanna Be A Flintsto,ne' this
week. The flip side is 'Jerry's Electric Church' while the 12 inch has an extended version
of 'I Wanna Be A Flintstone'. The video for the single features full colour clips from the
original Hanna Barbara 'Flintstone' cartoons. A video t hat's worth watching at last!

o~~

tall:~
jc for
11,ylor
ibl&@

Old plookey face is back! Yup, Fcargal Sharkey releases 'More Love' this week, his
firsr single for nearly two years. What on earth have you been up to, Feargal old
boy?
Keith Richard is featured playing guitar on the single, which i.s taken from
Fcargal's soon to be released second solo album 'Wish'. The single's fljp side is 'A
Breath Of Scandal', while the 12 inch also features a piano version of che song .

Due to phenomenal ticket demand, John Cougar Mellencamp
will be playing an extra date
at the Hammersmith Odeon on
January 25. The dates will be
Cougar's first British appearance for 10 years, and tickets
are on sale from the box office
and usual agents.
ALL ABOUT EVE release their single
'In 'the Clouds' on January 11, and
they'll also be touring. Weai: something pretty at Glasgow Queen Margaret Union February 12, Newcastle
University 13, Noitingham Rock City
15, Sheffield University 16, Leeds
Polytechnic 18, Liverpool University
19, Manchester International 2, 20,
Leicester University 22, Birmingham
Powerhouse 23, Norwich East Anglia
University 24, Northampton Road Menders 26, Southampton University 27,
Bristol Studio 28, Cardiff University
March 1, Exeter St Georges Hall 2,
London Astoria 4, S.

We haven't heard much from Jermaine Jackson since his smash
single 'We Don't Have To •..', but
he's back this week with 'Say It
Again'. Recorded in Los Angeles,
'Say It Again' has a gospel edge and
a jazzy beat and should play havoc
in the pop and dance charts.
The flip side features 'You Promise', while the 12 inch will have a
Phil Harding remix of 'Say It Again'.
Jermaine's album, also titled 'Say It
Again', should be out soon, featuring
songs by Jody Watley, Errol Brown
and Jermaine himself.

Never people to rush around. Prefab
Sprout release 'Cars And Girls' in early
February, their first single for two years.
It's a taster from rheir forthcoming album
'From Langley Park To Memphis', which
features such tracks as 'King Of Rock 'N'
Roll', 'Knock On Wood" and the bizarre
'Venus Of The Soup Kitchen'.

.

't break the
··
of evervop or The Pops'

iht.
e Lloyd Cole

That's all for now, folks ...
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WHEELER 'Let It Be Me' (Capitol
EST 2050)

JOYCE SIMS 'Come Into My Life'
(London LONLP 47)
This long-awaited debut album displays
the fine vocal talent of young singer/
songwriter Joyce, but it doesn't fulfil her
potential. The inclusion of two mixes of
her only hit to date, 'All And All'. seems
unnecessary, particular ly as both are
produced by Mantronix, whose beatbox
style is dominant on most of the tracks.
In many ways, the Mantronik
production suits Joyce's high-pitched.
chirpy voice, but it can also be a
distraction, particularly on the more
down tempo tracks like 'Come Into My
Life'. Which is why the excellent cover of
'Love Makes A Woman' stands out as one
of the album's highlights. Unconstrained
by excessive percussion. Joyce swings
along freestyle with Jimmy Castor on sax
and shows what she's really capable
of.■■■

Tim Jeffery

: JOYCE
SIMS

j

t "' ( • •'-* • •:
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VARIOUS 'Seeds IV: Punk' (BRED
80)
The fourth in the series of compilations
by Cherry Red takes punk by the studded
dog collar and points the finger at chose
stuffy analysts out there; don't take punk
so damn seriously. This album boasts
rarities, one-offs and some bloody good
songs. The Buzzcocks' inimitable style is
captured on 'Love You More', along w ith
the Dead Kennedys' classic 'Holiday In
Cambodia' and Blitz's 'Someone's Gonna
Die Tonight'. 'Seeds IV' is laced with
punk's shrewd wrenching and blatant
humour, as ic sticks the two fingers up.
Gold stars to Serious Drinking's
'Hangover', a pretty down to earth
recollection of an embarrassing drunken
night, and the Notsensibles' 'I'm In Love
With Margaret Thatcher'. Sure you are.
■■ ■■ for the effrontery
Lysette Cohen
DIANNE REEVES 'Dianne Reeves'
(Blue Note BLJ 46906)/AUDREY
"14 RM

Here are two d ivas who stand in the
shadow of their genre leaders, Anica
Baker an'd Whitney Houston.
Diane Reeves' foray into mainstream
pop jazz doesn't have the impact nor the
great original songs of Anica Baker,
although there are some fine covers,
especially Duke Ellington's 'I Got It Bad
And That Ain't Good'. With top
sessioneers like Stanley Clarke, Herbie
Hancock and Freddie Hubbard, you are
guaranteed virtuoso musicanship, but
Diane's voice, although jazzily elastic.
doesn't grab instantly.
Ms Wheeler has come from the ranks
of session singers to make this debut,
overseen by Narada Michael Walden's
protege. Presto n Glass, and Starpoint's
Lionel Job. The catchy black pop of the
first dogmatic single. 'Irresistible', is never
quite matched; Audrey's voice competing
with the noisy and occasionally messy
production. And s'?me of che ballads are
amazingly bland - makes Whitney
Houston sound meaty! ■■■ and ■■ ½

M
folk-soaked energy; a fiddle-infested tale
brimming with grotesque fables
('Scarecrow') and inspired urges
('Motorcycle Rain'). le contains a series of
vicious punches aimed at anything from
man's nuclear insanity, in 'Stupidity
Street', to the work ethic In 'Jesus
W ept'.
The Kings batter their roots, kicking
tunes across the yard before ripping the
rustic fabric of folk apart to expose a
stark, disaffected scene. This is the pissedoff sound of Scotland. and it's
wonderful.■■■■ ½

Edwin J Be rnard
PIETER HOOTEN/MICHAEL
BROOK 'Sleeps With The Fishes'
(4AD CAD 710)
Gorgeous. If God ever chooses a
soundtrack for heaven It'll be this one.
Take my advice, if you buy only one
album after the excess of Christmas.
make it 'Sleeps . . .'
Managing to keep the worst excesses
of previous 4AD vinyl to a minimum,
Nooten (a member of C lan O f Xymox)
and Brook explore the subconscious with
a selection of songs that rip through your
heart and refuse to let go.
From the gentle instrumental 'Several
Times', through the haunting 'Suddenly'
to the fascinating 'Clouds', this album
soars higher than Sylvian, and caresses in
a way the Cocteau Twins never have. I
know It's early, but surely one of the
records of the year.■■■■■
Tony Beard
THE DAMNED 'The Light At The
End Of The Tunnel' (MCA MCSP
3 12)
Even stodgier than last year's plum duff,
'The Light' is a well-timed retrospective
turkey. A cash-in, of course.
'We've fleeced you good/Bled You dry'
mutters Dave Vanian during the sloppy
'Lovely Money'. And he's not kidding!
'The Light' is the record of the CD of
the video of the book o f the cuddly
toy.. . didn't they do well!!
There are some decent tunes here, like
the noisy 'New Rose·, but you have to
look hard because these Bash Street Kids
are responsible for many of this decade's
worst musical abominat ions; 'Grimly
Fiendish' should have been strangled at
birth. As this record proves, old punks
never die, they just make shit
records.■■

Tony Beard

WE FREE KINGS 'H ell On Earth &
Rosy Cross' (DDT DISP LP I0)
We Free Kings have been hailed by some
as the Scottish Pegues. They're not.
They're much better.
'Hell On Earth' Is a furious blur or

FAZE I 'Heroes' (Westside LP I)
UK hip hop is still behind US hip hop.
While the Americans have worn out
sexist rap, Derek B and Faze I are still
obssessed about girls jumping on the jock.
Overlook the blatant, near-ridiculous
lyrics though, and Faze I's 'Heroes' is a
fine debut LP. Stepski and Genie Jr are
scrappin' on 'Dutch Cheese' and the
Beastie-inspired 'Money Eater'. Produced
by veteran Ame rican Dave Ogrin, the
sound ranges from def scratchin' to
Chuck Berry w ith some very unusual
dance rlffs in between. Now, if Brit kids
would start thinking of a master plan and
record what they want to and not what
they think they should, there would be a
few more bright stars like this o n the
Brit ish hip hop horizon.■■■¾
Malu Halasa

VARIOUS ARTISTS 'Best Of House
- Megamix' (Serious BOIT I )
In a similar vein to their earlier 'Hip-Hop
'87' compilation, 'Best Of House' contains
all the hottest house tracks of the past
year, from Raze's 'Jack The Groove',
through Duane & Co. Nitro Deluxe and
House Master Boyz to the very latest
Acid house of Bam Barn and Armando.
But whereas 'Hip-Hop '87' gave the
entire full-length o r re-mixed versions of
the listed tracks, here we are only
treated to snatches of the same in one
long megamix form. Now this may well
provide an interesting diversion when
tacked on to the end of an album (as In
'Hip-Hop' '87)' but you can't help feeling
somehow cheated, even though the
Bovver Boys and Double Trouble have
mixed the tracks down pretty well. It's
just that you wish your favourite tracks
would last a little longer and those you
dislike disappear altogether. It smacks to
me of a serious cop-out, but ■■■■ for
content anyway.
Graham Black

Testies' myth of old. The new single,
"Victory', featuring 'Blackadder'-style
vocals from Samh Jane Morris, is the most
inspiringly pompous slab of noise you're
likely to hear all week. Meanwhile, Kent
NUM's Alan Sutcliffe is awarded man of
the match for his searing indictment of
Tory Britain in 'Generous Terms'.
Brutal.■■■■

Tony Beard
VARIOUS 'Wow What A Party'
(K-TEL NE 1388)
Well, it certainly would be something of
a party if this was plonked on the
turntable. This is a collection of possibly
the most irritating, nauseating records in
existence. Consisting of four sides. Dance
Party, Pop Party, Crazy Party, and
Holiday Party, the tracks are exactly as
you would imagine. Ranging from Russ
Abbot's 'Atmosphere' to the 'Birdie
Song' to 'Shout' to Black Lace's 'Agadoo',
the songs go from bad to worse. With its
only saving grace being t he Pegues' 'Irish
Rover', this has got to be the ultimate
unbearable compilation.■
l ysette Cohen
DOC POWELL 'love Is Where It's
At' (Club JABH 28)
You might not realise you know him, but
if you like Luther Vandross, you've heard
Doc Powell - he's an integral part of
Looth's band, picks a mean guitar, and
now on his solo debut proves he can sing
a few notes too.
There's a nice flow and balance on the
LP, stemming not just from the good
Doc's own abilities but also from the fact
that he's among friends of rare talent.
Luther's in there singing, Marcus MIiier's
on it arranging a thing or two and chere's

a nice band feel about the record with
Powell more than comfortable In his new
position centre stage.
Where Doc really comes good, though,
is on a couple of guitar workouts, the
first a classy trip through 'What's Going
On', the second a Miller tune called
'M&M' which recalls 'Breezin"-era
George Benson. The era, that is, before
George discovered he could sing for
money. Welcome to the spotlight,

highlight from their recent tour.
It 's also a thrill to hear the underrated
Wallflowers' 'Blushing Girl, Nervous
Smile' again.
Out of the IO tracks here, only three
don't cut It. which I suppose Isn't bad
these days.■■■ 'h
Simon Dine

VARIOUS ARTISTS 'Known 2 Be
Down' (Positive Beat PBLPI)
A showcase album of west London hip
hop, 'Known 2 Be Down' is a faint echo
of rap developments in the USA. It's not
that this LP lacks promise, it's just that
little here hasn't been done before and,
regrettably. done better.
British hip hop will always pale next to
its more illustrious American exponents
unless it finds Its own distinctive voice.
Too many of the accents, rap cliches and
scratch mixes here are redolent of the
Bronx, not the Harrow Road.
Still, 'Make Ya Move' by MC Flex,
Kickski L9ve and DJ Dee rumbles along
with conviction. 'First Impressions' Is
neatly mixed by DJ Streets Ahead and
Youssefs 'All In The Brain' is suitably

Doc.■■■■

Paul Sexton
INTERN ATIO NAL RESCUE
'leather Jacket' (Cuerain CR0I)
Although International Rescue are unlikely
co save the world from the advance of
the hideous ' Now! .. .' compilations, it's
nice co know that Mr Tracy and co are
doing something useful.
Complete-with free comic. 'Leather
Jacket' is a promising debut of blearyeyed confusion and stingray guitar-pop.
Imagine a frenetic blend of Julian Cope's
madness ('Flat Earth'). Richard Butler's
gruffness ('Doll') and the raw chords of a
young Iggy ('Love Is Building'); add some
spritely guitars and a chuffing rhythm
section and what have you got1 A
promising. if (slightly) contrived debut. If
only that nice Mr Anderson would stop
pulllog the strings...■■■ ½.
T ony Beard
A NNA DOMI NO 'This T ime' (Les
Disques Du Crepuscule TWI 777)
THE RHYTHM SISTERS 'Road To
Roundhay Pier' (Red Rhin_o RED LP
87)
From different points of the globe Anna Domino lives in New Yorl<, and the
Rhythm Sisters hail from Leeds - yet

panoramic.■■½

Jim Re id

VARIOUS ARTISTS 'Bun' ( Cat &
Mouse ABBO 3)
'Buzz' brings together IO contenders for
this year's charts. All relatively unknown,
the artists range from the Sugarcubes,
who are the most likely to be popular
this year, to Sass, who only have a demo
to their name.
Those frustrated Mods the Very Things
bash out 'Let's Go Out' while the Jack
RubiP.s, one of the better live bands
around at the moment, offer 'Falling', a

SKINNY BOYS 'Skinny & Proud'
Oive HIP C 55)
The perfect accompaniment to the Fat
Boys, Connecticut's Skinny Boys are
commercial suburban rap. But even they
can have an edge on songs like 'This
Record Is Hell'. The quick-cutting on 'Rip
The Cut (Part II)' shows they've been
hard at work studying the big guys from
the city. Not hitsville yet, but maybe
sometime soon.■■1/,
Malu Halasa
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To begin rm's look at
four names that
should make a mark
in 1988, Lisa Tilston
dusts off her spurs
and talks to the Fields
Of The Nephilim.
After a couple of
years building up
a growing and
enthusisatic live
following, could this
be the year they put
Stevenage on the map
and in the charts?
Field studies: Norman
Anderson

16 RM

1 98 ,,....,,
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was a good year for
dusting off your old
cowboy hat; a good year for Europe to discover flour
power; and a very good year indeed for the Fields Of
The Nephilirn.
Plenty of people were taken by surprise by the
power and breadth of vision of their debut album
'Dawnrazor'. The rest of us simply looked smug and
whispered 'I told you so'. Seven months since its
release, 'Daworazor' hasn't been out of the
independent top 20 and its grisly charm has helped
spread Nephilim Fever throughout the world. Large
expanses of Europe. have already been contaminated,
and the rest will soon be under siege.
Add to this the recent appearance of their paintblistering single ' Blue Water', in the national charts,
the sporadic revivals of their earlier classy releases,
and a string of sell-out gigs in this country, and it's
clear that the Nephilim are intending to leave their
floury footprints on the carpet of success.
The Fields Of The Nephilim are still the most
infuriating, uncompromising, thoughtful,
argumentative, down-to-earth, head-in-the-clouds,
provoking and profoundly loveable bunch of winclcup
merchants ever to grace the pool tables of North
London with their dusty presence. Having been
reduced to helpless laughter on more than one
occasion by their barrage of warped humour and
weird logic, it's strange that some sections of the
music press insist on portraying them as grim-faced
purveyors of gloom with a cowboy complex.
"We're not amateur, we're not political and we
don't write anthems, so obviously the press hate us,"
says guitarist Paul. "They can't work us out. Carl's
lyrics are his own, he doesn't have to share his
opinions with anyone else."
"One woman who interviewed us had nothing to
ask, she just wasn't interested. Well, it was mutual,"
adds fellow-guitarist Peter, hobbling around looking
brave after a painful k_nee operation. It's this nononsenSl:: attitude that bas earned the Nephilim a
reputation for stand-offishness in some quarters but certainly not with their fans. They are adored
with a religious fervour that few can match.
- . - , he question of press popularity l)as already
_._ become irrelevant as the band consistently
played to packed venues throughout the last year.
Once described as the biggest cult band in the

country, anyone who W!\li in the vicinity of London's
Astoria on the night of their recent triumphant endof-tour gig can be in no doubt of the strength of their
pulling power. House records were broken. The
tickets sold out minutes after the doors opened as the
faithful descended upon London in their droves.
"We could sense the atmosphere as soon as we
went out there," says bassist Tony. "There was a
kind of hush over the crowd. It was a briUiant
feeling, like we'd taken people out of themselves and
they were all united."
This kind of fan worship can be disconcerting for a
band who started out playing to ha.rdcore punks and
skinheads. "We never got any trouble." says Carl.
"We used to get up there and hate them, grit our
teeth and play at them until they couldn't handle it!
Now our audience looks really young to us, but we'd
never put them down when they ask for autographs
or whatever, because we remember what it's like to
be in their position. I can't stand them having a
better time than us though!"
Some of the adulation may be due to Carl's sinister
good looks and dishevelled charm, but while it's
never yet hurt a band to have a sexy singer, the
majority of the fans are drawn by the sheer force and
exhilarating adrenalin rush of the music alone.
"Some of them haven't missed a single gig," says
Tony. "They've even been to more than us, because
when we've had to cancel dates they've turned up."
There's little chance of such devotion going to their
heads, but they are finding it more and more difficult
to lead normal lives outside the band.
"We're so used to each others' company that when
we mix with people who don't understand what we're
doing we tend to close up," says Carl.
"My mum asked me to peel the potatoes the other
day and I went mad!" says drummer Nod guiltily.
........-, ime is their real adversary at the moment as
_._ they're booked up for months in advance to
tour and record the new album. Maybe one day
they'll stop for long enough to make that film they
dream of. Whether it will be called ' Lust ln The Dust
II' or 'Once Upon A Time In West Stevenage' r
don't know, but judging by their previous excursions
into video-tape it will be worth the wait. Images like
Carl's 'tasteful' hanging scene in 'Blue Water' (which
was cut for television) are difficult 10 forget. The
thought of these tousled cowboys cavorting across the
nation's screens is irresistible.
There, I've said it to their faces. Cowboys. rm not
expecting that slip of the tongue to go down too well,
as th~ band are not usually too patient with people
who mention it to them. Happily, i! seems that
nothing can drain the reservoirs of good humour
today.
"We don't see ourselves as a bunch of cowboys.
Sorry lads, couldn't resist that one!" says Tony with a
laddish grin.
"When we started out we were really scruffy, and
we just poured flour over ourselves to add to it,"
continues Carl. "We've always loved chucking flour
about in the dressing room. We started doing it to
wind up the headlining band as much as anything.
They're all ready to go on and·you brush past them,
covered in flour! No, if it was only flour we'd look
like Homepride men, but it's general grime ...
Fuller's earth, sand, mud ... You could build a
bridge out of us!"
Obviously when the money starts pouring in, it's
not going to be spent on clothes. Apart from
financing their expensive flour habit, they'd like a
helicopter (to get Peter about) and the usual boys'
toys. Says Carl "f'd like to have a really tasty motor,
completely battered up, so everyone would think
'what a jerk, look what he's done to that car!' •·
So, the Nephilim's predictions for 1988? Nod's
mum will stop asking him to peel the potatoe~, Paul
will buy some new trousers and Tony will fix the
head gasket on his car. Pete will throw out his
crutches and start walking again. Somewhere along
the line they might even find time to make a shit-hot
new album and take the world by the throat.
·"1987's been a real good piss-taking year for us.
1988's gonna be even better," promises Carl.
This is one New Year's Resolutior l can't wait to
see carriedlthrough.
R Nl .. 7
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with further A&R responsibilities for

ODDS 'N ' BODS

ffrr (the new dance logo) ... Dancin' Dann y D meanwhiJe also coutd

The 1988 Technics UK DJ Mixing
Championships' regional heals kick-

be moving west. if he makes his mind
up •.. Horizon Radio has gone legit
b roadcasting from Marbella l o the
Span11h coastline on 96.2FM. starting
1n March programme controller
Chris St ewart is lookrng for
serio~y committed DJs' c:fcmo tapes
at 1-2 Bromley Place. London W IP

ed off on Monday al Edinburgh"s
Zenatec and T uesday al Stockton·,
The Mall. other dates lo come being
this Wednesday (Jan 6) at Manchester's Hacienda. then Mon ( I I ) Norbw/s The Sussex. Tucs ( I 2) Uxbndge Regals. Wed ( 13) Southampton New York New York.
Mon ( 18) Bristol Papillon, Wed (20)
Leeds Hr Craigs. Tues (26) Nottongham Ritzy , Thur (28) Portrvsh
Traks. I'll be Joining the 1udges at all
bc,t t he deadline-clashing Wedi
·n -..,rsday dates), the regional <emifo,als - whkh"II Include a rap compet~ion - being rn Februrary, T c,es.
day (2) at Warrington Mr Smith's.
Thur (4) Birmingham The Dome.
We_d ( I 0) Eahng Broadway Boulevard, with the UK finals T ucs ( I 6) al
London·, Hippodrome . . . I may
look large and unlikely, but do come
up and say hello! .. . Radio l"s Friday
night dance music DJ Jeff Young has
indeed moved his day JOb from
Phonogram to A&M. while Johnny
Walker has shifted within th<> Polygram group of labels. now do,ng dub
promotion for London and Urban.
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Rated, and 0-1 I 8- 1I8%-0bpm Dub
remixes by Steve 'Silk' Hurley . .
Urban 's four-tracker b y James
Brown, due commercially Jan 18. has
the previously unavai lab le 0-1 I 4 I I5 '/ ,- I I 41/2- I 17'/ 2bpm 'She's The
One', and much scratched 1021/,104 '/2-1021/, , I 05- 1031/,- 1031/,bpm
'Funky President'. 0-95 1/ J-96-95'/J-95961/1-98-981/, ("hit it ")- I 001/i ("aint' it
funky")-! 0 1 1/1-99-1 001/,-101 '/ Jbpm
"Funky Drummer', loop edited 981/iObpm 'FlKlky Drumnner (Bonus BeatsY
yup. I just love bpm-ing rare
grooves! .. Derby"s Submission
label owning def dude, Graeme
Park. has promoed a supenor house
double-s•der by Groove . wrth two
I I 6 I/2bpm mixes or 'Danc,ng And
Music' plus I 19-V,bpm 8ectro Jack
and I I 91/Jbmp Jazzy mixes o f 'Subma
(To The Beat)", out late January ..
T -Coy ·I Like To Listen· is in a calmer
I I8 -0bpm MP Remix and gently percu~e 11 7!/.ibpm Nl>de House M,x
on white label (deConstn,,ction NSMR
6242~ Pet Shop Boys 'Always On
My Mind' ,s ,n a poundingly unsubtle
Hi-NRG I241/i-Obpm Rem"' helped
by Phil Harding (Parlophone I 2RX
6 17 1). while the Beatmasters &
Cookie Crew 'Rok Da House' has

Thang/Stone To The Bone' ,s already
out here on Champion (CHAMP
12-60), Rhythm King having l)!Cked
up Bomb The Bass 'Beat Dis' for
Jan 18 release in a similar manoewre.
merely slapping white labels on the
o,iginal US pressln~ .. . ffrr's upcoming 'Add Tracks' compilation LP has
been promoted in advance by. write
label single< with Frankie Knuckles'
terrific strangulatedly gospel-«h soulful
semi-instrumental I20 1/,bpm 'Only
T h e Strong Survive' ( the Jerry
Butler/ Billy Paul oldie) flipped by
Romance·, moaning I 20V,bpm 'All '
D is Music' (LPSMP I), and Jamie
Principle's previoosly mentioned
slow remake or 'Baby W ants To Ride
(FFRDj I). now a klp,ng mutterer that
sounds almost too slow, ,n I I8-0bpm
Club M,x. I 18-1 18 1/,bpm House of
been reissued to meet northern de~
Trix , I I 8 V,- I I 8-l I8V, .Obpm Xmand in i ts hurridly chanted (O· )
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123 1/i-Obpm origtnal mix (Rhythm
Kong LEFT RI IT) n,pped by Ivan
I van·s much trghter lM less engaging
new 122 1/1bpm US Remix and piano
jangled I 231/, -0bpm Dub (lo be followed next week by a more Londonorientated Demoliton Mix) ... Krush
have a "Remix Mark 2· dc,e too ...
TV commercials for the Brook
Street Bureau and The Observe r.
amongst others. have soundtracks by
the Beatmasters ... US chart success. w ith consequent UK TV exposure by Jonathan King and Casey
Casem. has caused the re,«ue of
Pretty Poison ·catch Me (I'm Falling)' ( IO Records TENT I 87). bright
Shannon-esqc,c girl groop pop t hat's
featured in the 'Hiding OIOt' film •. .
Seeborn & Puma's backing track is
the Headhl'nters' "If You've Got It
You'll Get It' .. . JC Reid (Brighton
Club Savannah) finds the JAHs
'Downtown' and Middle Of The
Road 'Chirpy Chlrpy Cheep Oleep'
synch together perfectly! .. . 'Downtown' in rt~ video ver'Sion 1s presumably the seven ,nch mix, with a Scottish accented gospel lyric which greatly lessens its impact as a house record
- I have Neil Fincham (Edinburgh
Styx) ro thank for the info that the
Justified Ancie nts Of Mumu are
basically Glasgow's Bill Drummond.

E

N

and Neil plus others to thank for
kindly sending me copies or 'Writney
Jans The JAMs'. which ., the rnevItable way of these thtngs I actually
found for myself immediately after
say,ng I didn't have it ! . . . DJ Pierre
(that's D. Jean-Pierre rather than Disc
Jockey Pierre) apparently is the common link between Fantasy Club

'Mystery Girl'. Pierre's Fantasy

Club 'Fantasy G irl'. and Phuture
'Ac~ Trax' ... Gulllvers moved to
its new club premises In Soho's Gan.
ton Street a couple of days late m the
end, which meant that the Mayfair site
stayed open a week longer although the "final" .-.ght remained as
announced, Fatman Graham Cana
te r making a brief emotional appearance. befOfe I played 50 minul~ of all
the great diches , . , Steve Jerome
who usually recorded as JUSt
Jerome - sadly died of a heart
attack before Chr11tmas. aged only 3S
. . . PWL produced s,ngles for some
reason suddenly all seem l o be pressed ,n blue vinyl . . . Les Adams' most
freqc,ent cry while tape editing in hrs
tiny studio Is "Where's the chmaa
graph?" i t's always on the
keyboards! . . • 1988 is a brarld new
year. so let a man come ,n and do
the funky popcorn. YOU KNOW
WHAT l'M SAYIN'!

HOT

VINYL

SWEET TEE ' I Got D a Feelin"
(Co oltempo COL)( 160) Hurby
Luv Bug-produced brilliant 110'/sbpm
female rap hinged on James Brown's
'Cold Sweat', with Betty Wright's
'Clean Up Woman' infl uencing the
flip's 100½-0bpm 'It's Like That
Y'Aii'.
JERMAINE STEWART 'Say It
Again (Extended Remix)' ( I 0
Records TENR 188) Phil Harding's
excellent jiggly 0-95 1/3bpm go-go hip

hop mix starts 1n rwo-year~oldsounding Man(romx/Full Force style
before the soulfully plaintive song
eventually sways attractively through
it with really grabbing effect. a

PUBLIC ENEMY 'Bring
The Noise' was octuolty
added ir:1Jts original version lo
a very few ~opies of 'Rebel
Without A Pa11_se' o monfh
ago, but .is now ,n Jwo different new 109bp,m remixes, the
Noise Ver sion (U2 Def
Jam 44 07545) being more
f1Jlly fleshed and exciting than
the fhe Ul<-~sued ~o Noise
Version (Def Jam
6 5 1335 6}, the lotter backed
more simply !;sy the strutting
arrangement of the No Nois~
lnslrumentol that's common to
both. We olso gel their guitar
yowled languidlr rolling
96bpm (Sophisticqtea', the import retaining its original cou•'
piing whi£h has iust been released separately here, THE
BLACK FLA M ES 'Are
You My Woman?' (Def
Jam 651334 6), a lurching
101Vabpm good mode-/'n
odapto11Pf of the o l d
Temptations-type• vocal grol/p
styfe, flipped less appealingly
though: by s-omedne else'$
r<1mbliogly doted song front'<
1he 'less Than Zero' film.

potential smash (e.xcept the existing
seven inch mix i> dreadful).

SPOON IE GEE ' I'm All Shook
Up' (US T uff City TUF 128023)
Teddy Riley-produced dynamite jiggly
James Brown-based 100 1/lbpm rap
quoting briefly at cime.s from Elvis
Presley's 'All Shook Up', with,
misleadingly titled though 'Set It Off'·
ish instrumental I0Bbpm 'Godfather
House Mix' mp.

BIG DADDY KAN E 'Raw '), (US
Prism PS 20 16) Marley Marlproduced fast talking nervy I 09'/sl 091/Jbpm rap pnerer cutting ln
Bobby Byrd, James Brown and the
JBs with the same screech noise as
Public Enemy (DubApella too).
COLDCUT featuring Plastic
Man & T he Plastic People
'Doctor In The H ouse' (Ahead
Of Our Time HOTHED 102)
Messrs Black + More create a
Krush-ish strong chugging 0-1 17 1/,0bpm groove pumped up by t he
usual surfeit of scratched and s;implcd
stuff, more house than hip hop (less
elaborate instrumental rlip). Can you
take care of it!

BRICK 'DAZZ (The Def Mix)'
(US Magic City Records MCRBR- 1) Moch smoothed out largely

unrecognisable jittery 0- 1081/,- 1080bpm Latin Rascals remix of the I I
year-old Disco-jAZZ classic, clo,er to
the way il was in their more 1aggedly
driving and probably preferable 01081/l- 108- 1081/6-0bpm Original
Remix mpsfde.

VARIOUS ' H OtJse Beats I'
(Warrior Records WRLP 001, via
Pinn acle) Handy compilation LP of

previously unreleased UK house acts,
with t he excitingly scratching
chattery 121 \/,-122\/i-0bpm LOV E
EX PLOSION 'Pump House', nervy
hip hop-house 124-1201/zbpm DJ
MUHAMMAD ALLAH W iggle
And Waggle', JB-cut bounding
(0-) 120bpm JACK FACTORY
'Jackin' James·, atmospherically
jangling 123 1/,-0bpm DIMENSION
'Power House'. bubbling 122\/,-0 bpm
GRO OVE 'Dancing And Music' (not
the separately promocd mi~). acid
1201/,bpm THE CAUCASIAN
KID 'Jackin' Confusion', vocally
nagging 121 1/ ibpm THE ROCKING
FORCE 'You're Not Changing',
loping 12 I 1/1-0bpm THE
BROTHERHOOD OF HOUSE
'Sucker For The House', cooing
1201/,bpm THE SISTERS ' D' 'Find
T he Key', NRG-etic (0-)122 1/,-0bpm
NEW CHAPTER 'Let's All Dance
The House•.

LIV ING IN A BOX 'Love Is The
Art' (Chrysalis U BX 4) Soulfully
moaned jittery cancerlng 1211/• bpm
house bounder, stro ng as that but
possibly not enough of a song to
cross over.

TERRI JONES 'T ake Mc I'm
Yours' (US JasStar Records JSI 002) Soulfully warbled good

BARRY WHITE 'Never Never Gonna Give You
(Mammoth Mix)' (Club JABX 59) Pa ul Hardcastle r
mixed and overdubbed 0-87½-87½ -87¼-0bpm bumpy re.vamp of romantic Barry's classic swayer, his second hit J.
exacily 14 years ago (new shorter 0-871/3bpm Extended rer,
sion too), fl ipped by the attractively orchestrated longti;!Jy
dood ling 9221':i/46 113-92 1/3 -9] 1/3-9 l 213-9 1-9 1 ½-91 1~0'1
'September When I First Met You'.

r

skipping hou,e bounder for Ne"'
Jersey, In 1171/Jbpm Radio/
Instrumental. I 17 ½bpm Club Dub/

but sadly lacking his brilliant 'Hound
Dog' (so buy American if you can).

Bonus Mixes.

WALTER BEASLEY 'I'm S o
Happy' (Urban URBX 14)

THE MICROPHONE PRINCE
'Memory Lane·' (Magnetic Dance
MAGDT 11) Dennis Edwards' 'Paid

Pleasant 'I Found Lovin" -ish 97bpm
soulful chunky jogger with this music
professor's own jazzy sax, especially
on the flip's skipping instrumental
(0-) 1161/lbpm 'Jump On It',

In Full' bassline-based good 961/,
(0-)bpm rap, stronger than t he Aside 96 1h bpm ' Rock House· retread
of the Commodores' 'Brick House',

JEROME 'SECRET WEAPON:i;
PRIST ER AN D OUTPUT 'S;g,
You'll Be' (Sure Delight so.If 4
via Jet St ar/EMI) Davy D-pr
gently soulful (0·)107-106 1/,- 1
106'/l-1 06½-I 0Sbpm jogging

suspected a sneaky nagger that
end up a re.al •·grower" in Lon
Import.

R /VI 19

CONTINUED
117 1/lbpm sharply jl1terlng funk
snapper by a sometime me mber of

Bass oldie). probably thought of here

the London soul crowd.

as house.

Cameo.
ULTIMATE Ill ' I Need Some
Money' (US Sutra S UD 071)
Sparse fast talking jittery 0-10◄1/1bpm
undulating rap with a minimal 'for
The Love Of Money' bassline, plus a
rather llmp roughly sung. more than
rapped, 0-99-0bpm remake of the
Jackson S's ·1 Wane You Back'.

COUSIN RACHEL 'You Give
Me So Much' (Supreme Records
SUPET 121) ' Mr Sleaze'-style girls
chanted bubbling IQ2 1h- 102 1/ ibpm
jiggler with muted trumpet and the
'Roadblock' beat, but not its intensity
(possibly harder Dub Mix).

THE JURY 'Thank You' (US
Culture Shock Records CS-12220 1) T ugging jittery 0-96½-961h Obpm rap retread of Sly & The
Family Stone 's ultra-funky 1970 US
number one, 'Thank You (Falettinme
Be Mice Elf Agin)' (93bpm 'Cooling'

Rowing 1191/,bpm New York

"gar~ge'' leaper (no t the Fontella

1111111111
2 0 RN\

Hauntingly pitched girl sung I I Obpm
wriggler extraordinarily similar to
Joyce Sims' 'All And All' (m four
mixes),

Paul Gurvitz-creatcd, Phil Hardingmixed, murkily churning 0 -1 I Sbpm
Living In A Box-i.sh groove with not

much actual song cutting through the
Jack Leee Freak Mix and Borough
Dub Dub Mix (monger pop edit).

L.A. HIX 'Don't Stop Oamm in')
(The Brutal Remix)' (Ger man
BCM Records BC 12-2059-40)
Smoother I I 4 1/2bpm remix with
some Nit ro Deluxe influence in the
busier underlying rhythm 1ittcr,
creat ed exclusively for Germany.

TURNTABLE TERROR TRAX
VOLUME 4 'Jammin" (US
Bassment Records BM-0081)
Craig Bevan's latest instalment is a
sparSeiy burbling 120 1/,bpm New
York house Instrumental flipped by
the more urgent 122 1/,bpm 'Pain
(Fee l It)', both in two mixes, ne ither
that special.

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
'Penitentiary Ill' (RCA PL86663)

RAY PARKER JR with NATALIE
COLE 'Over You' (Geffen
Records GEF33T) Slow starting 3774-0 -74bpm attractive radio ballad,
flipped by Ray's solo wriggly Marvin
Gaye-ish IOObpm ' Lovin' Yo u',

toe).

LISA MITCHELL 'Rescue He'
(US Jump Street JS- 1013) Jerkily

TERRY BILLY 'Don't Lock Me
Out' (US Atlantic 0-86623)

IMAGINATIO N 'Instinctual'
(RCA PT 41698) Arthur Baker and

POINT 3 FM 'So Delicious'
( Now & Forever FNWT I, via
Westside Records) Guys
harmonised I OS ½bpm meandering
wrigglr jittercr carefully crafted ror

'

Consistently selling various artists LP,
Its hottest tracks unlikely to be
singles, the sultry jiggly jogging
9 11h bpm YARBROUGH &
PEOPLES 'Special', huskily
impassioned rolling (0-) I051/2bpm LA
RUE 'Can't Let It Go', jerkily
jogging 0-104bpm GAP BAND
'Sweeter T han Candy'. snappily
whipping (0-) 120bpm MIDNIGHT
STAR 'Do The Prep'.

ADONIS and the Endless Poker
'The Poke Oackmaster Mix)' (DJ
International Records DJIN T I,

via Westside Records) Sharply
"sizzling" no~y I 181/,bpm acid house
jitterer with disjoioted shouts and
monotonous momentum (sparse Q.
I 181/,bpm B-side mix).

RAZE 'Caught U Cheatin"
(Champion CHAM!' 12-58)
Chunkily loping rout ine I I 8bpm
synthesised instrumental (che group's
Darryl Pandy•ish new vocali5t Keith
Thompson growling on the
I I 7 l/1bpm $even inch version,
included only on promo 12 Inch),
fli pped by the old (0-)l 21 1/1bpm 'Jack
The Groove (Extended House Mix)'.

ATLANTIC STARR ' Let The
Sun In (Extended Version)'
(W arner Bros W8 I 45T) Somewhat
sombre (0-) IOS'h -Obpm rolling
wgger remixed by Bruce Fore1c..
much more for soul t han pop
crowds,

Qusticizms)' (US French Records
LPRE-5) Fascinating reggae-accented

rap LP in which h~ all important
voice car ries (and often create-s) the
beat , with rhe exp1icity started
powerful but -almost backing less Q.
87-Obpm 'The Original Gangster Of
Hip Hop', reggae 92-0bpm
'Moshltup', "live" e ffect 0-88½ -0bpm
'Koci & Deadly'. sombre strolling
86½ bpm 'On T he Strength'. angry
951/,bpm ' Freedom Of Speech', 0-890bpm ' Bocga Bandit Bi tch',

CHARLIE SINGLETON and
Modern Man 'N oth ing Ventur ed:
Nothing Gained (Silly Dance
Remix)' (Epic NV T l) Larry

Btackmon.mbced routine US.aimed

T HE C H OSEN T WO 'This Is
Talent' (US Rohit Records RR12-4400 I) Good tense I 031/,bpm
rap 'n' scratch with some o( the
obligatory JB (951/,bpm 'Yo Swift '
and 78bpm 'Ex Girl', plus
instrumentals too).

JUST-ICE ' Kool & Deadly

11111111
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LIGHTEN UP< IJUST CAN'T STOP SCRATCHIN'>(JAZZY J OYCE DUB MIX)ITIGHTEN
UP< IJUST CAN'T STOP DANCIN'>/(REMIX) WallyJumpj,& the Cr;n,inal Element B,eakout I lin
COME INTO MY LIFE/LIFETIME LOVE-ALL AND ALL(SIMON HARRIS MEGAMIX)
Joycir Sims
London I lln
CRJTICIZE(REHIX/CRITICALHIX)Ale.andec O'Ncal
T-abu I lin
HOUSE ARREST (BURN DOWN THE HOUSE HIX/JACK'S BACK(TO FRONTLINE MIX)
I GOTDAFEEUN'/IT'S LIKE THATY'ALLSweetTee
Cooltempo llln
JINGO(UKHOUSEHIX I/LACASA DEJUEGO MIX)Jellyt,eai,
Chry,ali, llin
WHO FOUND WHO (US CLUB MIX) fellyb<anfeaw,-.,g Elisa F,¢,lllo/THE REAL THING(EL
BARRIO HIX/HOT SALSA DUB)Jellybe;in feau..-ingSteven D.Jnte
Chrysalis llin
REBELWITHOUT A PAUSE/INSTRUMENTAL PubUc fnemy
Del Jam ll in
PAID IN FULL (THE COLDCUT REH IX) Eric 8 & !Wom
Fourth & Broadway Illn
SOMETHING JUST AIN'T RIGHT/I WANT HER/HAKE IT LAST FOREVER/DON'T
STOP YOUR LOVE/RIGHT AND A WRONG WAY K,eith Swm
Vlntertalnment LP
DEVOTION (CLUB HIX/BAM BAM'$ HOUSE MIX) Ten City
Atlantic Illn
HOW YA LIKE ME NOW (EXUNDED MIX) l(ool Moe Dee
Jive Ilin
HEROIN (CLUB VERSION)/KING HOUSE HEROIN Black Bdtaln
10 R..:ord, Ilin
SO EMOTIONAL(SHEP PETTIBONE EXTENDED REMIX) Whitney Houst°"
Arista Il in
PLAY IT KOOL/UGLY PEOPLE BE QUIET! CuhMoneyandM,,.,.loo,
US Sle" ln9 Bag Records 12in
GIVE ITTO ME(CLUB MIX/INSTRUMENTAL MIX) B,m-Bam
US Westbrook Rt.cord$ 1lin
I WON'T CRY (THE RARE BLOCK HIX)Gleo Goldsmith
RCA llln
FEMALES(GET WHAT WE WANT/CO O KIE MONSTERJAM HIX) Cookle<stcw
Rhythm Klng l2;n
BRING T H E NOISE Public Enemy
U SDelJ,\m llln
BRING THE NOISE(NOISE VERSION)/(NO NOISE IN STRUHENTAl)Ptibl,c Enemy
US Defjam mn
IFYOU CAN DO IT: I CANTOO!I Mcli'saMorg,n
Capitol llin
HOUSE ARREST (THE BEAT IS THE LAW)/JACK'S BACK K,-ush
Fon/Club I lin
THE WAY YOU MAKE HE FEEl(DANC E EXTENDED HIX)Michae1Jac"'°'1
Epic llin
HY ARMS KEEP HISSING YOU(THENO LHIX )/WHEN I FALL IN LOVE l\ic:lcA>dey RCA ll in
SHUTUPALREADYl(FIERCE MIX/PIANO DUB)Pulse
U rban llin
PACKJAMMED (WITH THE PARTY POSSE) (WRIT MIX) Stock Aitken Wa.erman Breakout I l ln
DOWNTOWN (CLUB HIX) thcJAM, ijustified Ancienu olMu Mu)
KLF Commu nicacloru llln
LET'S BE LOVERS TONIGHT (EXTENDED DANCE REMIX) Sherrl<k
Warner Bros llln
I LIKE TO LISTEN/DA H E MAS/CATALONIA T-Co y
deConsb'uctlonllKords llln
GOOD LOVEii STILLTHINK ABOUT YOU Mel,'>aMorgan
Capitol LP
CHRISTMAS IN HOLLIS Run-DMC
London/Profile llin
KEEP 'EH STEPPIN' Non-Stop/I GOTAN ATTITUDE/H IT 'EH WITH THIS Antoinette/
I AH DOWNSak-n-Pepa/1.ETTHE DRUHHERGET ILL Super Loven/CONTACT SPORT

The M.iu-Mau Clan Overlords (Hurby"s Machine)
JJ
l4
)5
37

DO IT(CLUB MIX) 2 Bad 2 Mention
THERE AIN'T NOTHING U K£ SHAGGIN' the Tam,
HOUSE REACTION (SCRATCH HIX/ROIIIN HOOD HIX) T-Cut-f
I WANT HER(EXTENDED VERSION) Keith Swea1
BLACK I NK HIX(PARTS 1/Jn)Blackfack

JS

50

MEMORY LANE/ROCK HOUSE the Microphone Prince

39

lntouch t lln
Virgfn llln
Kool !(at l l in
USYlntorulnment 12in
C hampion llin
Ma1netic D~nce 12in
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56
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57
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ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE Frankie Knuckles

59

◄8
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,.

BEAT DIS (EXTENDED DIS) Bomb The Ba"
US H i..e r-Ron R«ords llln
COMMUNICATE (FREDDY BASTONE CLUB MIX) n,11Hoo,e
Epic llin
DAZZ(TH E DEF HIX) Brick
US H agle City Record• 1l in
BABY WANTS TO RIDE ( REMAKE)J, mie Principle
ffrr I 2in white 1ai,.,1
NEVERGIVIN' UP ON YOU John Paul B,rret1
W o,tskle Records l lln
LET'S START LOVE OVER(EXTENDED) Mite,Jal"
Fourth & Broadway rnn
SPECIAL Yarbrough & Peopte,tCAN'T LET IT GOL.a llue('Penitenilarylll')
RCA LP
WHEN I FALL IN LOVE Nat 'King' Cole
Capitol 12in
THEY CALL ME PUMASeebo.-n & Ptinu
US Se lect I l in
SO DELICIOUS P<:iint 3 FM
Now & For-evu 12in
RAW Big Daddy Kano
US Prism I 2in
DON'TSTOPQAHMIN')(THEBRUTALREHIX)LAMix
German BCM Record, llin
THIS ISTALENT theChosen Two
US Roh it Reicord.s llln
BACK IN MY ARHS(HOUSEMIX)ChrlsPaul
Syncop~te llin
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THE POK£ QACKHASTER MIX)Ad0<1~ and 1heEndlrn Poker
DJ lntemational Recor'ds/WesbldeRecord.J llin
l'H ALL SHOOK UP/GODFAT H ER H OUSE H tX Spoooi, G«
UST uffCity llin
LOVE IS THE ART U,-,an,g In A Sox
Chrys.aJi.s llin
PACKJAMMED (WITH THE PARTY POSSE) StO(kAltke.n W2termm
a,..akout llin
GOODTHANG-STONETO THEBONEWizmd,OfRod<
Champion llin
HOUSE NATION-GIRLS C,I\NJAK TOO/AULD LANG SYNE M,d JotbfeaturlngJokmastcr BA
Debut llin
FE MALES (GET ON UP) Cookio Cnw
Rhythm Klng I lin
THAT'S THE WAY I CUT DJ Todd I
USCut Up !TBO Sound l lin
FAHILY HAN (ARTHUR BAKER RJEHIX) Fleetwood M>,
Warner Bros llln
WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY ( LONELY HEARTS HIX)l\ick Astley
RCA llin
HEAVY VIBES( LESADAHSRJEHIX)Montan,S.xtet
IOll<co,,d1 121n
LET'S GET JAZZY UAZZY T HING/MY THING) Aightt
US T MT l l in
REBEL BEATS Pan Tru (Public Enemy bootleg mbl)
llin bootleg
BRING THE NOISE (NO NOISE VERSION)/(NO NOISE INSTRUMENTAL Public Enemy
De l Jam llln
STRETCHIN'THE PIECES(CLUB,H IX)theCCRCrew
CCR llln
WHERE'S HY LOVE GONE (CLUB HIX) f:'larvin Springer
CCR 12in
l'M SO HAPPY ( 12" RJEHIX)Walier Beasley
USPolydor llin
POUR IT ON (CREAMY HOUSE MIX) Ma.on
U$ Elekm1 1lln malling list promo
PAID IN FULL(DEREKB'SURBAN RESPRAY)Eri<:B&flaklm
fourth&Broactway llin

l'M TIRED OF GETTING PUSHED AROUND/HAKE IT fUNKY TwoGuy, A OrumM,ch"•

And A Trumpet
London tlin
LET THE SUN IN (EXTENDED REMIX) Atlantic Smr
Warner Bros llin
SHE'STHE ONE/FUNKY PRESIDENT (PEOPLE IT'SBAD)/FUNKY DRUMMERJame,B,own
Urban 12inwhit~label
76
NEVER NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP(MAMMOTH MIX)/SEPTEHBERWHEN I FIRST
MET YOU Barty White
Club Ilin
71 58
GREEDY 'G' (ORIGINALMIX)BrentlordAlbtllrs
Studio One llin
78 59
GHOST HOUSE(T HE HAUNTED HOUSE HIX) the House Engineor>
Syncopate llin
79 85
TAKE ME l'M YOURS TerriJones
US JasStar Records I 2in
BO 100 LE'I' HE BE THE ONE(EXTENDED REMIX/CROSSOVER HIX) Expos,
Arista llin
81
KIC K OUT THE JAMES Floormuter Sqyeez.e ('Hot Plate I')
Ahead Of Our T im e I lin EP
82 re
LOVE CHANGES (with Meli'sa Morgan)/LOVING YOU ONLY Ka.<h~
Arista LP
8) 75
CAUG HTUCHEAT IN'Rue.
Champion 12in
84 98
NOTHING VENTURED: NOTHING GAINED (SILLY DANCE REMIX)Cha,lie Stngletonao,d
Modem Man
Epic 121n
as
JACKIN' JAMES Jad<Factory/DANCING AND MUSIC Groo,e/POWER HOUSE Oimcn,ion
('House Seats I')
Warrior Re(;Ords LP
86 ◄0 THAT GREADY BEAT M,tt Black+ the Coldcut C row/BEATS + PIECES( HO' BASS REMIX)
Coldcut fe-aturlng Floorrrwter Squee1:0
Ahead Of Our Time I lin
87
LOVE IT (A COLDCUT HIX)Socicty
Big Ufe 111n
88
LOVE OVERBOARD(S.O.S. HIX) Glady, Kni&ht And The Pip,
HCA Records llln
89 71
SAY YOU'LL BEJerome'Seeret Wcapon' Prlsterand Output
Sure Delight llln
90
DON"T LEAD ME(HEDUSA'S HOUSE HIX) HQU$e Mast« Ba.ldwin fo.aruring Pa.ri$ Grey
US Future Sound Records J1Jn
91 71
CIRLSCANJAK TOO ( DANCE HIX/HOUSE HIX)Zuun
Supreme Record, llin
92 95 THE ORIGINAL GANGSTEROF HIPHOP/HOSHITUP jun-Ice
US Fresh Records LP
93 84
DON'TlO CKHEOUTTerryBllly
'
US Atlantic: l l in
9-1 87
UNTITLED BOOTLEG MIXES the Sc.m
Illn bootleg
95
I NEED SOME MONEY/I WANT YOU BACK Ultimate Ill
USSutro llin
96 66
AND SO ITGOES Ex-S,mple
US Wide Angle 12in
97
IN THE CITY Muter C&J (eaturtrc UzTorrex
US State Street Records I 2in
98 86
NO QUESTIONS, NO ANSWERS (THE LONDON HIX/THE B-BOY MIX/REMIX IN A
YANK£ESTYLE) RosallneJoyce
Jam Today 12in
99 76
HOVE(RUDE BOY HIX)Jotv,Rocc,
CltyBeat rnn
100 re
IT"SMYTURN DezoDazftaturln;gDJ SNp
UST~chnoHop Records llin

US SoundChedr Remrck LP
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35
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A LWAYS ON MY MIND Pei Shop Boy,
hrlophone 12/n
WHO FOUND WHO Jellyb<an with EliSil Fiorillo
Chry,all, llin
TIGHTEN-UP I JUST CAN'T STOP DANCING Wally Jump Jnr AJ,d The Crimin,! Element
A&M Broakout llin
WHEN I FA LL IN LOVE/MY ARMS KEEP H ISSING YOU Rick Astley
RCA 12in
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE the C ommun,rds
London llin
GTO Sinitta
Fanfare I2in
C Rl1:ICIZE (REMIX) AJe,ander O'Neal
Tabu 12in
JINGO (UK HOUSE HIX I) Jellybean
Chrysalis:
THE WAY YOU HAKE HE FEEL Mich,.! Jackson
Epic llln
SO EMOTIO NAL (SHEP PETTIBONE REMIX ) Whitney HouS<on
Arista 12in
HEAVEN IS A PLACE ON EARTH Bdlnd, Ca,U~e
IRS llln
THE REAL T HING Jellybean featuring Steve-n Dan~
Chrysa.Its} lin
C O ME INTO MY LIFE Joy« Sim,
London I lin promo
PAID IN FULL (THE COLDCUT REMIX) Ede B & lu~im
Fourth&: Broadway llln
PACKJAl'IMED (WITH THE PARTY POSSE) Scock Aitken Waterman
A&M Buakouc llin
C HILDREN SAY u,, el ◄2
Polydor llln
THE L:OOK OF LOVE M3donmt
Sire llin
HOUSE ARREST (THE BEAT IS THE LAW) Kcu,h
Club 121n
SHO' YOU RIGHT (REMIX) Barry White
A&M Breakout I 2in
WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY Rick Astley
RCA llin
VOYAGE VOYAGE De~releu
CBS llin
KISS Tcul Contrut
London llin
SAVIN' MYSELF ( HOT LINE RJEHIX) &~ f,chn
Nightmare- 12in
TOUCHED BY THE HAND OF GOD New Order
Factory 121n
DINNER WITH GERSHWIN l!)onna Slimmer
Wam.,- Bro,, llin
I WON'T CRY ( RARE BLOCK GROOVE) Gion Gold,mi1h
RCA 12in
GOT MY MIND SET O N YOU George H,rri'°"
Da,-k H orse I lin
ANGEL EYES Wet W« Wet
Precious Organisation llin
FEMALES (GET ON UP) Cookie C ccw
Rhythm King llin
SPOTLIGHT/HOUDAY/EVERBODYIINTO THE GROOVE (REMIXES) M,donn,
Sire LP
LOVE IN THE ARST DEGREE UAILERS MIX) Bananarama
London ll ln
I C AN'T H ELP IT Ban, nanm,
London llin
f!IY BABY JUST CARES FOR HE N ina Sim°"°
Chorly 121n
I WANT TO BE YOUR PROPERTY (STRJEET LATIN WOOLF MIX) Blue Mccccdes
HCA llln
CHINA IN YOUR HAND T'P,u
Siren 12ln
HEROIN Blick Britllin
10 Records llin
REBEL WITHOUT A PAUSE Ptibl,c Enemy
Def Jam llin
JACK HIX IV M;r,ge
Debut l l in
I WON'T CRY (RARE BLOCK GROOVE) Glen Goldsmith
RCA l lin
WHEN I FALL IN LOVE N,t 'King' Cole
C apieol 121n

BLACK DANCE
YEAR END US ALBUMS
POP DANCE
HI-NRG
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SAVIN' HYSELF(BLASTERHIX)l(HOTLINEREMIX)Erlafachln
Saturday t lin
THISGIRL'SBACKINTOWNRaquelWels,;h
US Columbia I 2in
ALWAYSON HY HIND (EXTENDED DANCE VERSION)Pct Shop Boy,
Partophone llin
HEAVEN ISA PLACE ON EARTH (HEAVENLY VERSION) IMnoa Ca~I~•
Virgin t2in
VOYAGE VOYAGE(EXTENDED VERSION) De,i,ele,s
CBS llin
NEVER CAN SAY COODBYE(SHEP PETTIBONE REMIX)<h< Communard,
London 121n
SATISFY MY DESIRE(ALLNIGHTREHIX)Hmm
Nlghtmar<l21n
COME BACKAND STA Y Bad Boys Blu<
German Coconut llin
lt&JianX.Energy llln
COULD THIS BE LOVE Fun Fun
GTO(HODINA'S RED ROARING HIX)Sinitu
Fanfa,-e llin
YOU'RE MY RAINBOW Hu.ell Dean
US Di.sconet llin
NO WIN SITUATION Evelyn Thomas
Nightmare llin
HOUSE OF THE RISINGSUN Boaa-Riah
Rfse Records llin
London llin
OL'AMOURDoHar
BACK TO YOU Cry,tal In The Pink
C anadi~ Power Ilirt
Canadian Power Illn
IF YOU LOVE SOMEBODY (REMIX) Barbara Dou>t
l'H BEGG IN' YOUl(PHILHAROING INSTRUMENTAL REMIX)Supenrunp
A&H llln
ICRYFORYOUShyRo>e
USJDCllln
N lihtmare I ?In
WASTED NIGHTSCrolscue
CRY OUT INTHE NIGHT Amancli lJJccl
Rise Records Illn
TURNINGHYBACKANDWALKINGAWAYC.,-dJ,..;
Nightmare I lin
USDlsconet llln
(I DON'T KNOW IF YOU'RE) DEAD OR ALIVE Claudja Barry
A LA VIE A L'AMOURJackie Quam
Dutch CBS llin
luljan Flavour 121n
BOYS Sabrina
DON'T STOP Rose
Italian flea I lin
Splash 121n
SKY HIGH (LESAOAHSREMIX)Jigsaw
UNOERCOVER LOVER T-Arc
G ermanZYX 121n
THESE ARE BRIGHTEROAYS 8mm LeMington
N ightmare I ?in
FIGHTING FOR OUR LIVES Ptopl• Llk• Us
Passion I lln
HY ARMS KEEP HISSING YOU Rick Asdey
RCA 12in
PERFECT LOVE LindaJo Rizzo
GermanZYX llin
SPECIAL LOVE Attaek fe.aturirig Sisley ft'rrt

THIS IS A HAUNTED HOUSE Midnight Sun,ise
LOVE IN THE FIRSTDEGREEQAILERSMIX)Banamrama
SOCLOSETOHEAVENCt,;p Chip
I CAN'T HELP IT (CL\JB MIX) Banananma
AMERICAN LOVE(PASSION REMIX) Ro,e laur• ns

TURN tT UP Michael Oa..,klson
Ro

CHINA BLUE Fancy
IN IOOYEARSModarnTalklng
Compiled by Ji.mes Hamilton/Al:anJones
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SLIPPERY WHEN WET Bon Jo,I
GRACELAND Paul Simoo
LICENSED TO ILL Beastie Boys
THE WAY IT IS Bruco Hornsby And The llaiige
CONTROL Janot Jockson
THE JOSHUA TREE LJ2
FORE Huey Lewis And T he News
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Dutch Hot Sound I ?in
Nightmare 12in
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London l lin
Italian Flea I lin
London llin
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Pusion l lin
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Sire 1.l in
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GermM Metronome 12in
German Hansa I lin
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CHARTS

W/E JANUARY 9, 1987

US

ALBUM S
Heraary
Warner Brothers
Oef Jam

RCA
A&H
bland
Chrysali.s

NIGHT SONGS Cind~rel1:a
Mercury
RAPTURE Anita B,Jw
Elektra
INVISIBLE TOUCH Gene,is
Alfa.ntic
TRUE BLUE Madonna
Sire
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN Europe
Epic
LOOK WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN Poi>on
Enlpna
BACK IN THE HIGH LIFE Smo Wfnwood
h:lilnd
DUOTONES Kenny G
Arista
WHITESNAKE Whitcsnake
Getfen
THIRD STAGE Boston
MCA
DANCING ON THE CEILING Lien<! Richie
Motown
GIVE HE THE REASON Luther Vandross
Epic
JUST LIKE THE FI RST TIME Freddie J•cluon
Geffen
SO Pe1er Gibriel
Geffen
WHITNEY HOUSTON W hitney Hoonon
Arista
WHITNEY Whitney Houston
Arl1ta.
STRONG PERSUADER Robert Cray Sano
H ightone-f1ercury
DIFFERENT LIGHT the Bangles
Columbia
WORD UP Cameo
Atlanta Artists
RAISING HELL Run-DMC
Profile
WHIPLASH SMILE 8illy Idol
Chry~lts
EXPOSURE Exp°'e
Arista
TOP GUN Soundtrack
Columbia
CROWDED HOUSE Crowded House
Capitol
CAN'T HOLD BACK Eddie Money
Columbia
UFE LOVE + PAIN Oub N ouv,ou
Warner Brothers
TO HELL WITH THE DEVIL Stryper
Enigma
BAD ANIMALS H•art
Capitol
GEORGIA SATELLITES Georgia S,tellite,
Elektr-a
BREAK EVERY RULE Tina Turner
Capitol
ROBBIE NEVIL Robbie Novil
EHi-Manhattan
TRUE COLOURS Cyndi Lauper
Portrait
TANGO IN THE NIGHT Flc<twood M,c
Warner Brothers
JODY WATLEY Jody Watley
H CA
SPANISH FI.Y Lis, Us, And Cult Jam
Columbia
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THEE STREET BAND 1975-1985 Bruce Sprlngste<n
Columbla
INTO THE FIRE Bryan Adam,
A&H
FOREVER Kool Ano The Gang
M ercury
GIRLS GIRLS G IRLS Motley CrOe
Elektra
SIGN 'O' THE TIMES Prince
Paisley Pa rk
ARETHA Aretha F=klln
Arista
ONE HEARTBEAT Smokey Robinson
Motown
THE BRIDGE Billy Joel
Coklmbla

Compiled by Alan Jones/James Hamilton
Pop Dance, Black Dance and Hi-NRG charts should be sent to Alan Jones/James
Hamilton, rm, Spotlight Publications, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London
NWI 7QZ
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CHILD/IEN SAY l•""I •2
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0

~':f.!lW.~~\°:.GAWAV Pilll<floy<h '
"'
EM~
TUNNELOF ,LOVE, B,oce s,r1n;.,..n
CBS
DINNER, WITH GE
N Oono:i s..,.,.,.,,
Warner Broth.,.
JA~HIX IV Mir,go
'
Debut
'rHEIIEAIN'T NOT HI
ESH~QGIN'tiieT!I"' .%
Yir p
f'COULD NEYER T AKE THE,PLACE OF YOUR MAN,PriP<e
f a lsley Parlt
}OCK MIX I Ma<! J9d<s fe>turtlij Jockmatter 8A
Debut
REBEL WITHO!;)T A PAUSE.l'ol,!ic E"""7
Def Jam/CBS 651·24U
TRUE'.DEVOTION ~ Fox
"/;t
' . ' Jive
0 Wt.HOUR Dollar " .,..
London ,
SAY YOU WIL~fotelgne,
.
Atlantle,,
.T HE FUNERAL l'teo;;ge fen<Oll & ]oQas G,..,,tw•
l'j~A
:rHEJACK T MAT 'kOUSEBUll.'!'Jaclt N'. Chil
IORecordo TE~l74
PUMP UP THE_ v_ol~fil; HJA!RIRJs ,
.
.
◄AD-Au707
HY, FAMILY ~ p o .T HER AJ,!1~
·0 ,ry1 Runtwli:lc'1
BBC
If I GAVE MY'H~RT TO YOU1o'i)n HcLean
'
Arlwa
WAKI! 1./}3/0EAO Mogadotll
(;apltol ""
RENT PetSli<,o Boys
Parlophone
LET HI; '95 :'OjE <»,:IE l;xp,>se
Arista
BAD Mk'haol laduori i,
Epic
JUST TOG~ 8'( Biimk0to
, ,
Uni<>n Jll<k
NEYER GONIIIA,GIYE YOU UP ti)tj< P,stley
' · RCA£
I D~M OF CHRISTMA$,.A/\lt> Dobroo
..
,
Po~ phonc
YOU'Vf!'l.OST TttAT LOVIN' FEEi.iNG l\igtiteous Brptlier> 01,t 9old OG9◄50
OOf\lNA lo} Lobot .
.
.
, S~ t.,ndoo
'I A NLY WANT TO.BE WIT.HY.OU Dusty Spnntf,elcj
·. . P.hlllp<
THE CIRCtJS E"'""'
Mute
MONY MON'Y (UVE) Sifly Idol
P,,yoo,ll;clOOLIJ
THE BIRTHDAY tho 5ug;,rcvbe,
One L!,l tle Indian 7TP1
CRAZY CRAZY NIGHTS 1()$'.S
' ' Vertl,o KJSS7
t FOUNl;i t,QVIN' Fatback lw>d .
►.iur... Hix CHfiUOI
HY BAll' !,$URE CAN SHA6'the i •~
4
v rrg;~ YSl.037
GUILTY FOR
00 c.,I St Ct.Jr
- ~ All~
GLAS GOW .
,
YS ~ J,n 811,e .
Sp.ran CRBI

~~~~~ CIR LES~ ~;)(j'j:t'!ri1110:.
5

.
@

BLACK

tNl< MIXES 8ladc,Ja<I(

®

btanco y' negt<> N~i : .
.
Ch""!Plon

'A'tf?latinufl') (ol)e miflron salesl,O'Gold
(!i()O.OOO·salest ~:Silver {25'0,000,sales)
.
.

.

• • indicafe1; a sale~ increas9 Of OY~r 50%
•
indic.ates a safes increase
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26
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38
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Fanfare

Prie,t %
to~
l'VE BEEN IN LOVE BEFOIIE.Cuttln,i Crew
$Jren ,
WHENEVj;R YOCI NEED SOME~DY Rl4 ~ tl• y
RCA '
SOMEWHERE SOMEBOQY five Snr
.
T ent
LAST l!IJGHT I DREAMT SOMEBODV LOYi,I) ME thf>~lths
llou&ti·trade
H ERE I GO ~ GAIi'! Wl1itesnoko
.,
.
EHi
J>.Jt,:C l!)AHMED (WtTH THE PAIITY POSSE) Stcii:J\lAlt~en Woterman
.A&"!
l'M THE MAN Anthrax
lsl!\!>ll
IN GODS c otlNTRY U2
Island
BUII.D •~ Hou,eo,,,rtln,
Go\ D.,...
THFAIJHON
G !o:.g·o,-.i;
c v·Cfl!I
E ..EIM
·ElpRS
lc
~
..,,:,
...
"
ESP the S.o;G<d
. .
Warner a,o'it,,,;s
BA,tCELON~ sf•~Jl<t;• l!:l=ury & Mll")St!~t C.b>lli! ..;.
. t .Polydo,
THBTIDEls"'F\/lltllli,G, (AFTER µ'yEAID)~~er'iVatcn
EMI.
THE SIMPLE TRUTH (A CHILD 1$ BORN) Cl>\i' De Burgh
•.
A&M
FAMILY MAN Flettwood Hae
'Namer Broi;t,,rs
YOU WIN' AGAIN , ... See G-,..
0 Warner 8 r,ii;t,_ArS
TIME WA'l ll' II Damian
,
Jlve
Cl:fJIJSTMAS IN 1'104JS R;J\,,DMC
•
. µ,,don
Sl~ ·FOR EYER St tffifi,psCholr
BBC
I WASBOIIN T~BEME 'J'omJ"""'
EplcM
TO BE REilORN Bby Geo~ ,
y~
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Siren
CBS
~ Parlo!>hone
ll"Parloi!llon♦
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*Y,,a""'.' Bro~
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•t ~Jr::!.TJ~,W'
ll
5
24

SIMPt;Y SHADOWSSW:: e

.
·
Polr,dot'
NOW THE CHRISTMAS AUIUM V•rious
.
EHIN rgln
INTROcivC INC. THE ~IIDLINE "CCORDlNG TO •TERENCE TRENT
D'ARBY Terence T . -O'Arby
,
CB$

*

1! ~-i~':'!NI
~" tfarTison
12 RED
I SAY
2 · TH.E
13 ·REEi.
S Fomr & Alk?n
69 GRACELAND Piut Slm<io
l6,:rSIXTIES MIX.
.,:,9 BEST StiOT.S Pot
~2 1'.HE JOSHUA iREE U2
SENTlt:tENTAIJ.,Y YOURS Rose Mane
RUl'ININO IN,THE FAMILY t._ver 42
MEN AND WOMEN Simply Red

Vmous
s.,;,..,

ii\~

R~ o

""'•
f

LOVE SONGS Mlclia6I )lckson ,;· Olam Re<$
POPPED IN SOULED OUT Wet Wet Yl/ev

*

~MG

? THE BEST OF UB40 VOi; I UB40

H

11
18
19
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EMIIVirglhll'o lyl"llt'
Eplc
>'l' IEDlc
i.'f'~

Precious Oi'ga/llsatio.n
./: Virgin
· ~ITtfORGeot
l"" g~.~ha~
·•l ,
..
Epl<
j ,5 ALncl':IAYS..G·•";:·;;;. 0 ED " "ff'&-••,
T•lstar
J
Yi
.,.....,.
,., ''''"""
EMI
6 YOU CAN DANC E Moc!onoa .
,.;
S.! r•
fS THE CREAM OF J;RIC CLAPTON f(i< CJ,pton/€,...,
a eolydor
10 FROM)IOTOWN WITI:! LOVE Veit°"'
@ .
P K-Tel
2! ~~~lvR~l~ ~ ~ t :: f AND'SORf.E Mlc~t.-.wfcx~O
d T~~t=
l(t
CHRISTIANS'the Chr;,iiaru
"
lsbond
~ E O(ERA Ofigin1I Scillndtr~k
11 f> Polw.

lS

½! ~.

P a r ~,
Pq!ydor
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12 13 1.0
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Slr.~n
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THE OCCASION O imio Fuher
®
EHi
CAN SAY,GOODBYE the,C otnmLNrdl
London ¼
5
N T O LIVE toss
,.
Ve rtigo
• ,t HERE'S TH E, GIRL Heart $
Cab)tol
6 THE WISHING WEU. GOS!'!
""l'IBS
7 SAT ELLITE the Hooters.
·" .
CBS
3 WMJ<.IN. c_. IN THE AIR'(FROM \'.HE SNOWMAN) Pete
. r Autr-lliltifonla Of Londc°"
as·
. .
. •·
10 (l'YE H.AI;)) THE TIME OF)ilY LIFE 8~1 M<dl\)y;a, JeMi/« Wames
RC.A ~

fo'

43
44

I McCartney

4
9
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~~ UPON A I.QNG AG(>~

'f GTO Sinrt~

16

~3.

4
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'37
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Virgin
Chrysafls
Chryo41\s
Strei
Tabu
0 Qarli Hone
• Ch,ysalls
G:J~
•
Factory
And The M~io ~orcb

T OUCHED BY THE HAND OF GOD New.Order
STUTTf l! IIAP (NO SLEEPrrtL BEDTIME) Morris Mi~

· S NOV, T HAT'S,WHAT I C ALL MUSIC 10 v.,..,u,
17 •8A0Micl,,el )>d<so,I
•
6 -WHENEVER YOU N EED SOl-lEBODY-.RlcJi',lst1ey
. S HITS 7 y . ·,,.
·
.
15 BlilDGE OF SPIES T'Pau
5 RAINOANCING Al4on l'k>yo•
8 All Tl'IE BES'flsf'. .,I i'ltC.nney
16 •@.ACTUALLY Pot Shop Boys ;
37 'TANGO IN T HE NfGHTl;leetwood MOC'

,

td ~

10 ,/1¥ BABY JUSTC)!RESFORME .N!n>Stmone •
. Charjy
8 SO·EMOTIO!!IAL Wh1rnertioult0f1
Arista
S IDEAL WORLD tho Clll&if,,,,
Island
4 TIGttTEN \.IP -1 Jlist CAN'T STOP DANCING Willy Jump Jr And ~ 'Crrmln<I

21
23
27

36

WHO FOUND WHO ftllyt,<an f<awr;ogEH,a Fiorillo
LETIEit FROM AH1:1(1CA the Ptocl;/mers
THE LOOI( OF l.OVE MadOMt
c ·RITICIZE Alennder O·r,i..1
GOT MY MIND SET Of,/ YQU G<o<go Har"'°"
l ! ~f:11ybe,n
'

i rFo~o'~~~rc,,.,,

~,
29
12

.38
·:

.• ,p.rlophono
PoM Mallone

0

~ J:5w1•~X'v G~ DBYE Sim I Red
Preclou, o~ ~:i;:
It !6 · :~~~~
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ·t J
' osE EY.ES AT ME FOR,Shakln' Stev<l)S

36 " l2
)1 47

•-

TWLWW/C
ALWAYS ON MY f!IINO. Pet Shop~
f,t;ti,.YTALEOFNl!WYOf\K tlie .Poga..W1q,Kinty 'MacColl.
ROCl<lN ' AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE Mel & .Kim
WHEN I FAU. IN LOVE ('li e 'K;,t' C!,lo
HE.l\'i'E fl IS A PLACE ON EARTH BeliNI, c...lisle
LOVE LET'tERS Allsnn Moyet
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NEVER LET HE DOWN AGAIN Depeclie Mode
GET DOWN Derek 8
STRAWBERRY WINE Hy Bloody Vilencine
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• Belinda Carlisle accelerates smartly to number cwo on this
week's singles chart, and must be strongly fancied to grab top billing
next week. For the t ime being, however, it's still the Pe t Shop
Boys who hold the popular vote with 'Always On My Mind'.
The latter disc is in its fourth week at number one. establishing a
new personal best for Neil and Chris, who previously spent three
weeks at the summit with 'It's A Sin', and two weeks on top with
'West End Girls'.
'Always On My Mind' has so far sold over 430.000 copies. and
finished 1987 as the 13th best selling single, five places behind 'It's A
Sin'. Madonna was the only other artist to place two singles
amongst the 20 best sellers of the year.
Forthcoming issues of rm will detail the top I 00 singles and
albums and top artists of 1987, meanwhile here's our exclusive sneak
preview of the top IO singles and albums of the year.

SINGLES
TITLE -

Artist

NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP Rick Astle y
2 NOTHING'S GONNA STOP US NOW
- Starship
3 I WANNA DANCE WITH SOMEBODY
◄

5
6
7
8
9
10

- Whitney Houston
YOU WIN AGAIN - the Bee Gees
CHINA IN YOUR HAND - T'Pau
RESPECTABLE - Mel & Kim
STAND BY ME- Ben E King
IT'S A SIN - Pet Shop Boys
STAR TREKKIN' - the Firm
PUMP UP THE VOLUME - M JA IRJRJS

Estimated Sales
810,000

740,000
640,000
590,000
570,000
570,000

530.000
475.000

170,000
150.000

NB: All of the top IO singles were number one hits. The best placed
singles to fall short of the chart summit were Bruce Willis' 'Under
The Boardwalk' and George Harrison's 'Got My Mind Set On
You'. Both number two hits, they were 12th and 15th respectively in
the 1987 rankings.

• THE STRANGLERS: 1988 is the 12th consecutive year they've had a hit. Well, knock us
do wn with a feather
New sing les from Terence

Tre nt D'Arby and George
Michae l notwithstanding, the

ALBUMS
T ITLE I

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Artist

BAD -

Michael Jackson
THE JOSHUA TREE - Ul
WHITNEY - Whitney Houston
NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC 10
- Va rio us
H ITS 6 - Various
TANGO IN THE NIGHT - Fleetwood
Mac
WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY
- Rick A stley
BRIDGE OF SPIES - T 'Pau
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA - V arious
HITS 7 - Various

Estimated Sales
1,650,000
l,◄50,000

1,280.000
1,075,000
1.050,000
920,000
850,000
780,000
735,000
695,000

Michael Jackson's 'Bad', you will notice. finally finished well clear of
Ul's 'The Joshua Tree· to emerge as the year's best selling album by
a very substantial margin. Between them, Jackson's last two albums
have sold a phenomenal ◄ 112 million copies in the UK alone. Note
too that Fleetwood Mac's 'Tango In The Night' ,s poised to become
a million seller, re-establishing the group as a major recording act,
though the recent departur e of Lindsey Buckingham will obviously be problematic.

2 8 R /V\

highest new entry to this week's
chart comes from those mellowing .veterans the Stranglers,
whose revival of the Kinks' 'All
Day And All Of The Night' debuts at number 19. lnscantfy becoming their biggest hit since
I 98◄ 's 'Skin Deep'.
1988 is the 12th consecutive
year in which the Strang lers
have had a hit. Of the many
thousands of groups who've
charted. only one has scored
more years in a row - Hot
Chocolat e , who didn't miss for
I 5 years, between 1970 and
1984.
Their latest success is the
Stranglers' 28th hit, putting
them amongst the IO most prolific hitmaking groups in chart
history. The leaders are:
I Status Quo - 3S hits.
2 the Rolling Sto nes and

Slade - 33,
4 Ho t Chocolate -

32.

5 the Shadows - 3 1.
6 Queen - 30,

7 the Ho llies and the Eve rly
Brothe rs - 29,
9 the Be atles. the Who and
the Stranglers - 28.
Of all the Stranglers's hits. 'All
Day And All Of The N ight' is
only the second cover. and like
the first. 'Walk On By', it dates
back to 1964.
'All Day And All Of The
Night' was first a hit for the
Kinks, and was written by the
group's Ray D a vies, whilst
'Walk On By' was a BacharachDavid composition for D ionne

Warwick.
Surprisingly, the current
Stranglers Is the first successful
cover of a Kinks hit - they had
22 - and only the third hit version of a Kinks song, following
Jam's update of 'David Watts'
and the Pre te nders' 'Stop
Your Sobbing'. The Pretenders
also had a hit with another Ray
Davies song not 'recorded by the
Kinks. namely 'I Go To Sleep'.
'All Day And All Of T he
Night', incidentally. is the second
most covered Kinks song of all,
with 16 versions by acts as di-

verse as Praying Mantis, Gary

Le wis And The Playboys.
t he S tone Cit y Band and
Be rnie T onne.
• Americans take 34 places in
the Australian top I00 singles of
1987. five more than the Brits.
The Aussies come in a poor
third on home turf. with 26 per
cent of the action, includin_g the
year's top single, a revival of t he
Little Eva hit 'The Locomotion·.
a seven week chart champ for

Kylie Minogue .
Kylie, who plays Charlene
Mitchell in the soap opera
'Neighbours·, is currently poised
to make her UK breakthrough.
having teamed up with our own
S t ock , A itken and Waterman. who wrote and produced
her forthcoming single 'I Should
Be So Lucky'.

e Chartfile

USA will be back
next week. meantime it's good
to see that the last US singles
chart of 1987 includes 33 British
discs, the highest • tally for I 8
months.
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ACROSS:
I What happens when the Fat Boys
visit the beach ( 4,3)
5 Their 'Labour Of Love' was a
great success (3,3.3)
9 Madonna improved her Spanish
singing t his (2,4,6)
11 Said to Pepsi & Shirlie's stranger
(7)
12 Advice that took the
Untouchables into the charts in
1985 (4,8)
I) Bob Dylan's burlesque (6)
16 Half of duo who hit the top w ith
'I Know Him So Well' (7,7)
I 8 Question that was asked by the
Buzzcocks in 1978 and more
recently by the FYC (4,6,2,4)
20 & 23 across Something Run-DMC
say is difficult (3,6)
22 Loose things (4)
2 3 See 20 across
24 Bryan who was a 'Slave To Love'
(S)
2S Simon and Garfunkel were bound
this way (8)
29 Mr Mcl..iren who performed
'M•dam Butterfly' (7)
30 This Julian Cope hit kept going
up and down ( 10)
33 OMO told us about 'The Pacific

-~(ij

.

H A-h• put a lot of thought into
this form of transport (5)
35 & 2 1 down Suzanne Veg• sounds
a bit lonely when ,he's on her
feet (8,8)

38 Their single shows it really is a
'Wonderful Life' (S)
39 It was calling Falco (6)
40 Depeche Mode's love (7)
Robbie Nevil was playing this In
the charcs last year (8)

e

DOWN :
I Cult hit that grows and grows
(4,6)
2 Zodiac Mindwarp hit that was
always changing position (S,S)
3 A hit for Yazoo and 14 down •
(4,3)
4 This man helped Blondie to t heir
first hit (5)
5 Where the Eagles were staying in
1978 (5,10)
6 Girl who was a big hit for the
Rolling Stones (5)
7 Singer w ith t he Cure (6,5)
8 George wanted yours (3)
IO Group that were "Young At
Heart' in 1984 (9)
14 Flying people who wanted to
know what happens 'When
You're Young And In Love' (7)
15 Get in touch with Spagna so she
can stop singing (4,2)
17 You could get the 'Sweetest
Feeling' listening to Jackie sing
this (4,6)
19 Where you'll find Pseudo Echo
11, ing (5,4)
21 See 35 across
23 The reason behind Then Jerico's
hit (3,6)
25 It's t his to be square according to
Huey (3)
26 Andy Fairweather Low·, corner
from the Sixties (4)
27 A polite request from the Pet
Shop Boys (6)
28 Size of the town that Bronski
Beat came from (5)
31 Everything that's happened to
Billy Joel could be found in this
hit (2.4)
32 Hall"s partner (S)
35 Lloyd Cole had 'Perfect ····' (4)
36 A challenge from the Human
League (4)
37 Jimmy who could be found in Led
Zeppelin (4)
38 'Thriller"s follow up (3)

X-WORD

ANSWERS TO XMAS
X -WORD
ACROSS: I Do They Know It's
Christmas, 6 No Memory, 9 Freddie
Mercury, IO Causing A Commotion,
I 3 Eric Clapton, 17 Nothing Like
The Sun, 21 Heartbeat, 22 Europe,
24 Was Not Was, 27 Roy. 28 If I
Was Your Girlfriend, 3 1 Ill. 32 Burn.
33 Log, 34 Shattered Dreams. 36
Bono, 38 Stuff, 39 Gang, 40 Endless,
41 My Bag, 42 ABC, 45 Cris,s, ◄ 7
Dance Little Sister, 49 EMI, 51 Sue,
52 Chris. 53 Are Friends Electnc, 56
Harris, S8 Two, 59 Mel, 60 Only
Love, 61 Our, 62 New, 63 Moody,
6◄ Apple, 65 Kissing. 67 Let"s Work.
69 Owen Paul, 71 A Spaceman Came
Travelling, 76 UK, 77 Drum, 79
Hello, 80 REM, 8 1 Tear, For fears.
84 Lie, 85 Cloud Nine, 86 FLM, 87
My Aim Is True, 89 Seger, 90 WEA,
9S Rick, 96 Sting, 98 Uptown Girl.
102 PP. 103 So The Story Goes. 104
Alone, IOS The Motive.
DOWN: I Def Leppard, 2 The
Night You Murdered Love, 3 Over
The Hills And far Away, 4
Strangeways Here We Come, S
Imagine, 7 Rain, 8 Raven, I I Sugar,
I 2 Mason, 14 Changing Faces, 15
Actually, 16 Nothing's Gonna Stop
Us Now, 18 Taffy. 19 Los Lobos. 20
Swing Out Sister. 23 P•rade, 25
Anita. 26 Old, 29 Girls, 30 ferry, 35
Treat Her Like A Lady, 37 Chris
Cross. 38 Sonic Boom Boy, 43 China
In Your Hand, 44 Mice, 46 Sher rick.
48 The Slightest Touch, SO Freeie,
54 Remember Me, SS Doors, 57 Ray,
66 Snake. 68 Run, 70 Pump Up. 72
April Skies, 73 Cutting, 74 Leave, 75
Glenn, 77 Dice, 78 Relax, 82 Animal,
83 Spear, 88 Eno, 89 Sandie, 90
Walsh, 91 Sings, 92 ESP, 93 Best. 94
A Boy, 97 T'Pau, 99 Time, 100 Lies.
IO I A-ha.
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DISCO SCENE
Personal
KIN KS FAN S e ither sex write to Ka<, who
love, them with info on group. Box No 7887,
FRIENDS/MARRIAGE: Postal Intro> all
are.slages. Write: Orion, P3, Waltham, Grim>by,
PENPA LS I 53 Countries. Free details (SAE)
IPF (RMS), PO Box 596, London SE25.
PENFRIENDS
USA Make lasting
friendships through correspondence. Send age
and interests for free reply. Harmony, Box
379SSRM, Phoenix Arizona 85069.

Record Fairs

RECORD AUCTION/Set Sale. Rarities, de·
lctlons. double packs, p1ctut e dbcs etc. Set Sale
bargains on•y 25p. Start the year he_rc. SAE to
F-ulmar, Rectory Hill. P1u,cy, L.3.ngpor-t. Sornc•
rset TA IO 9AR.
CASSE'fl .E/COMPACT l),sc Hire. 5000 ti·
tie, for sale/rent. UnbeaQble prtees. SAE: Eaton
Audio L1brary, S Brook St.reet, St Neots,
Camb>.
A B ARGAIN pot •uck as,ort ment (our
selection) Send £33 fo, 500 used 7" singles or
£ 14 for • 00 used LPs and 12" singles (postage
free). Rcco, d and Tape Exchange. 28 Pem•
bridge Road, Londo11 W I I (0 I 727 JSJ8).

JANUARY 9TH Ipswich Manor Ballroom. St

Fanzines

Margarets Green near Bus station.

CAMDEN ELECTRIC Ballroom, Camden

SCRA TCH MIX Fanzine. Information Te chni.

High Street. This Saturday. The Country's num•
ber one fair returns. Put t ogether by the orga•

ques Break Beat l1m. Chequc/P.0. £2.50 to
'Word', • 1 Wansfe ll Terrace, Barnsley, S Yorks
S7 1 IEW.

niser of the International Record Fair so t here's

• One selection of your kind o f collecrables.
Bargalns/rarltie5/deletions of all types. VIP Fairs
0533-54882 1 (Mon-Fri o ffice).
SHEFFIELD SATUR DA Y 9th January, The
Leadmlll, Leadmlll Road, I 0.30am-4pm. Tran,.
Pennine 0532 892087.

Records Wanted

.

store: Sound, Familiar, 95 Wood Street, Walth•
amstow, London El 7 (Collection possible any•
where - Ol •509 0 239).
ABSOLUTELY ALL your records, tape~
CD's, videos and books bought-sold/exchanged
- also ALL H1•Fi, musical lnstrurntnts, c.o,np:aters and cameras N ONE REFU SEDII
Bring ANY quantity In A NY cor,dmon to
Record, Tape and Video !'exchange. 38 Noumg
Hdl Gate, London WI I (open 7 day, 10,m.
8pm Tel: 01·243 8573). Or send them by pvs,
with SAE (or cash ( none returned • - we dc<idc
pnce).
RECORDS FOUND 1n Record Time! 01 341
~701.

Records for Sale
LIZARD RECORDS/COMP ACT DISCS.
Massive fists Chart/Collectors, Records/CD's.
State which list, enclosing ••rge SAE (Oversea,
3 I.R.C.'s). Lizard Records, • 2 Lower Goat
Lane, Norwich.
THOU SAN DS QUALITY Secondhand
Singles, LPs, Cassettes, all types. Send stamp for
FREE 36. PAGE January Catalogue. (Overseas
enquiries welcome). 'Stop Look & Uscen".
Hayle, Cornwall.

For Hire

DJ Studios
NOISEGATE DJ STUDIO London basc.d.
purpose built studio. to me et every DJs needs,
l 9phr. for more inlor mtion t elep hone Ol •358

01.960 29 .2/7212.

YOUNGS DISCOCENTRE - Kent ish To wn
Showrooms, C itronic So und Systems, Technics
SL I 2 •0 ·,, Smoke, Helicopters, Lighting. De•iver/
Collecuon 0 I•48S 11 I 5.
LOWEST PRICES - FREE DELIVERY.
TECHNIC S L 1200' 5 AVAILABLE.
Liu..gest range of disco equip"'ent available in London. 368 9852/361 I •44.
DISCO EQUIPMENT, PA systems, lighting/
hire and ,ale ring Newham Audio Service, 0 1-534
4064.

DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at t he best rat es
around. Comple te systems from £ IQ.. £50. wide
range of lighting & specia• effec ts a•so available.
Call us first for o ur price hst_ Stage 2. Watford
30789.

For Sale

Box No 4886.

O 1- 3 8 7 6 6 I

HIRE: a disco fro m £30.00 a day. LAD & Tech•
n1c.s 1n night cases. light boxes and strobes. Tel:

0809.

Musical Services
ABSOLUTELY FREE "Twenty Songwriting
Q ue stio ns Answered" e xplains copyright, roya•ties, publi.shing contracts, recording agreements
e tc. Absolutely free without obligation fro m
International Songwrit ers As..sodation (RM) Ire•
land.
FREE SONGWRITING newsheet explains
publishing. copyright . royalt ies. songwrit ing 1
cont rac ts. r ecording, contact addresses, getting
songs heard, SAE Societ y International So ngw ri.
ters, Composers 12 T rewarcha Ro ad (RM),
Pen.ance TR20 9SL Te•ephone (0736) 7628 26.

Mixing Tuition

F.G.T. H. CUTTINGS, Po"ecs, Souvenirs.

FREE T-SHIRT

DUE TO the recent success of her Sound

quipment
Wanted

.

ALL YOUR Used Cassettes, LP's, CD and
singles bought ( Ip•l S.00 paid each). Bring any
1
quantity to Ea.st London s largest used record

e

YOUNG'S Di ~COU:NlR£ requires used
equipment, hghung , nott,ing refu,ed. 0 •-485
11 •s

Situations Vacant
JOBS OVERSEAS. W,lhng to work and travel
c·:t,~~.i• ~ Eu:-c~.:: l.JSA, C.1nJda, Aus-.;aHa er
A~.a! 30,000 'ta,:J;;{1'-l th!:. c..;,ming ,Nr Little 0 1
no C.>i?t.,·i-1.r,.::c :·c.~v,tcd, buL w1lhng.,c~ to ....-....rk
and tr.:..": c......, .. ~.o11 Dctaiis fr ori, 'FRAVEL
FRIENDS CLU&, Dep, RM I, 6 1:._.,v1ew
Le,,..,,~. L..i.. .............. LAi L~P
MOBILE DISCOS. ·.;,•.,, k ,,a,lab:o th, ~ughout
Dec.cmb,_. Lcr,Jc,, ba.~cd! 'Nill cvvc.r Mi5 radius~
Gcod • •••••~d1ty> 0 I• 7> I 6640.
LYklC WRll'l:tlS ,~qu11 ed by reccrd,ng com•
p,r,y Deia1b (SAE).· Robtrt NoJkcs. 30 Sneyd
Hall Road, Bloswi<:h, Walsall, Midlands.
JOBS GA LORE OVl:RSEAS Enjoy a new and
excotmg l,fe>tyle. Send 2 X 17p stamps for FREE
brochuro. Direct Business Publicat1011> (RMB), 9
Selborne Aveuue, H.1ref1eld, So uthampton.
WORK OVERSEA S. O pportunit ies In over
I 00 countries worldwide from Florida (Dis•
neyworld), Hawa,i (working with dolphins) to
Australia (harvesting tropical fruit). Unl>elievable
selection. Short/long teem, good pay (up 10 £50
day). travel free. start anyume. Send 2~ •ap scamps
for brochure. Transglobal Ser>Jices, IO Bebbington
St reet, Manchester M I I 4QQ.

with every order
over £100

Princip•es seminars, TIGRR, t he for mer he ad DJ
at Stringferlows is going to continue! giving mixing and technique lessons but on an hour ly
basis, at £ • an hour. Call 961 2688 between
$.7pm.

Hire Soles lnsrollolions
Repairs Services All
Availa ble 7 Doys A Week
Xm0$ Opcni(i Time5

s

MIX•NG, SCRATCHING and studio t e ch-

b'!eN2°5/2~ ci~:fJ

nique courses at Noisegate, London's leading DJ
Studio , with record titles champion, calibar cut
cre ato r/UK mixing cha,npion CJ Mackintosh/DJ
Lee. 01-358 0801> (24 hrs) (or 0 75 3 4552 1).
BASIC MIXINCi Fre e Faetsheet 061 665
II 17.

Dec 27/28 & Jon I lO•lpm
448 U, b,idge Rd, Londo• W12.
lei, 01-743 9"9 (6 lint1)

Special Notices
WA Nl.ED, VHS Recor ding of T he Chart
Show '1.12.87. 6a Mulberry Ro ad, N orthfle e t.
Ke nt DA 11 8NZ.

KATE BUSH Fanzine 'Homeground' No 29
£1.45. PO Box 176, O r pington, Ke nt. BRS
3NA.

NOISE GATE'S

11:>IA..L
A

~
0 1-639 2832

THE NEW MUSIC
MONTHLY FOR
EVERY DJ

JANUARY
ISSUE OUT NOW!
From ipociolis1 now, rcloilcrs throughout lhe
country or on annua l subscription for Juit £ 18
(1 2 issues). Write off for o .subscription form or

ct.1t out this advertisement, write in your nome
ond oddres, !below) ond send to,
Iha PUBLISHER, JOCKS MAGAZINE, SPOT.
LIGHT PUBLICATIONS LTD~ GREATER
NtJ_,~U
HAMPST AD ROAD,
7
We'll ovon s ond you a bock is cuo if you are
one of the few who haven't yet soen the
hit DJs. Do it now in time

Moa.dtng req uired (ai
perwru.l. for saie C!tc.)

[~88t

Numberolwor~
ltlStrtiom

Comrnenc1ngda.te

t -- - · - - - ----L.. _ _ _______

....__ __ __

_

........J._

_ _ _ __

_

N AME ...................... ............................. , ....... , ........ ADDRESS ................................................. ........ .......... .
I enclose chequefpostal
orde.rfor ..............

30 RM

................................................................., ,...........................
N ame & Addr'e.ss whe n i~~luded i~·~dver-t m ust be pa id for

-1

~z.

r~:~~~s~::t°ts's~:.

NAME _ _ _ __ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __

.

.,

",,,

NEXT WEEK
DJ Services

Mobile Discos

BPM LIST £05 - 500 DJ 'One-Liners'
£9.95 - Slip,nats £3.50 - Flash Ents.. ~I Penryn Road, Oldha,n, OU 6JJ.

EXCELLENT DISCO, Best in Brum. 02 1
788 0529 (H hours).
TUDOR - CHEAPEST in London. 01 -692

RECORD PROMOTION Company compil-

SLIDERMACHINE ROADSHOWS 01-

ing 1988 mailing list. Details send SAE; RMC.
Box I95, London N 14 5DF.

397 S882, 0372 378882.
DAVE JANSEN - 01 -690 7636.

205 1.

e: Sc:ott
U~lo!1ffSoUt1

i.$oni ODC
ptikineliks J:'
Hing Power
<

.

.

•

•

LEAMINGTON
SIGHT AND SOUND
(0926) 833617
Suppliers of Prof\!$Slona154,unJ, Ughtin~ and Spcd11I Effc-c1s c14uipmcn1.
MONDAY TO FRIDAY l(>.om-S.JOpm. SAlURDAY 10.m-4.JOpm

GET SOME QUALITY FOR A CHANGE!
Rii:s all with our own pin spots which
ONCE ONLV RECORD BOX DEAL
have SO vA transformers fitted 'Gel Plates'
HEAVY DUTY FIBREBOARD, STEEL &
externally (used. Black or white square
PLYWOOD REINFORCED.
shaped power drive and ' T ' barand 10
12" holds50RRP£23.0I LLS Prlce£19.00
meter boulgin lead or wired read)' to go.
12" bolds 70 RRP £24.02 LLS Price £20.00
4 pin rig RRP £212 LSS price £150.
7• bolds 400 RRP £26.73 LLS Price £21
8 pin rig RRP £2?5 LSS price£210
7• bolds 500 RRP £28.59 LLS Price £23
includes VAT, bulbs and UK mainlund carriage.
Includes VAT and UK mainland post.

Major motorised mayhem with in the showr oom.
V isit/call/creep/bribe/stagger/ Happy £aster.

ri·eJf!Hj

UNIT 17, RIGBY CLOSE, HEATHCOTE IND. illlfllll
ESTATE LEAMINGTON SPA CV34 6TJ
~

DEREK B
LICENSED

US domination of the hip hop

TO

ILL

• A mid-se ason crisis for That Petrol Emotion after lust missing
out on promotion last year in the play-offs

THE BIG

MATCH

Isn't it strange how bands don't like to
be categorised, but they love to tell you
what number their record is at iri the
charts? If It's suitably convenient that is. If
it's not a figure worth bragging about,
the chart suddenly becomes a
contemptible object. "We're into artistic
integrity, not selling out," they'll shout.
Yeah sure, we've all heard that one.
Trouble is there are so many charts
these days. you never know which one is
being used as reference. A number one in
the Swahili Dance Chart may sound
terribly impressive. but what does it tell
you about the critical status, durability,
live pulling power, or even record sales
of that band? Absolutely nothing.
Perhaps we should cake a leaf out of
the Football league's book and, taking all
the above into consideration, introduce a
divisional system. No doubt all but the
most prestigious acts would think t
very bad idea, but what the hell,
done It anyway. So who's goil)g
going down ... And who's sdff
mid-season crisis'

J//

Like th e Barclays L{,J:. ~ ~
·. t
division offers few suri,lsesJI
it's
filled chiefly with lr;Mf
.
na~i.
. radium
rockers. It looks ~ly t ?."'e as it
would've done
r ag5.Jrince has
suffered slight! b:. bloWf1 out two sets
of tour dates
ri
year, but the
Police and
· we their
rst division to
their
. Look out for
Tina
being
re leg
k-lustre
1

• Bono and the Edge exchange a joke - and their shirts - with
old pal Emlyn Hug'1es after tl,e recent England vs Eire
international

Pri

r

m, Turner on
ds to allow her more

□children.

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
The

i~ on ,s altogether more

,turb ,
several
casualti
the top
pre-Chr
to the
sin!!les.

airesting. There are
~ here as well as a few
· emartins drop from
wo - with their
one of last year tring of uncertain

Lloyd
their pl
successi
album

Commotions take
p having
-.
t difficult third '~t is left treading
though
inconsistent,
. The Smiths
are awarded a
position
thanks to a lot d( w
only
realising how brilfian
ar too
late. The same cout
r all the
bands who quit at
those like the Bay Ci
Animals who overesti
tolerance and unwisely att
comeback.
Mid-cable division two is occ
the main by those Cure/Mode/Bu
evergreens - erratic hitmakers of a
consistently beguiling nature. too
eccentric to ever make the first division.
In the same category we'd place bands
like the Communards, the Style Council
and Big Country. Even when their record
sales appear to be on the wane they will
still be capable of putting b1Jms on seats.
When they go, they'll die gracefully. They
would NEVER EVER consider reemerging on the cabaret circuit.

l HE LEAGUE
¥.

DIVISION ONE
:rn6ley Stadium)

~

..c
V,

Madonna
U2.
Michael ) qckson
Broce Serlngsteen
Prince
Geprge MichaeJ
Dire Straits,
Sting/tfie Police
. Queen/Freddie
Mercun,
Kate Busr,
Tina t urner
Mick Jagger

0

..g
.;

j

1::;
0

---------------

• Climbing steadily up the second division, Lloyd Cole takes some singing lessons from Peter
Shilton in a desperate bid for promotion
Mel & Kim and Bananarama, on the
other hand, probably would. The latter
have risen to the second division because
of their longevity. despite their
potentially debilitating lack of talent, not
to mention poor goal-scoring ability.

.l2

€.

SlmRle Mind
The Smiths
ewOt d
e Cure
loy~ S,ol
mmoti
lisonM
ho, And
... n · e

The Siste rs Of Mercy, meanwhile, are
heartwarming proof that real talent
eventually shines through. Despite having
changed shires at hall time, everyone
remembered who they were and
welcomed them back with open arms.
The Mission are t he real yo-yo'ers In
the league this year. Having had that
promising start to the season with two
hit singles, "Wasteland" and 'Severina',
they were subsequently relegated but
fought back bravely and are now looking
for promotion at the start of the next
season. Newcomers Rick Astley, Wet
Wet Wet and Curiosity Killed The Cat
had a promising year too, though have
yet to convince everyone that they're
here to stay.
By contrast That Petrol Emotion take a
tumble for failing to live up to months
and months of adulation. Gaye Bykers slip
after releasing the appallingly bombastic
'Drill Your Own Hole' LP. Westworld
are knocking on the door of the PJ Proby
Rest Home For Retired Popstars by
releasing lour (or was it five/) singles that
all sounded exactly the same.

The fourth division is reserved for
fading has-beens, small time indie poppers
and maybe-one-day'ers, and strangely the
Bodines manage to fit all three categories.
Real bands, like Happy Mondays, will
undoubtedly gain ground next year, that
is unless they turn out to be like the
Shamen ...
Sigue Sigue Sputnik were, of course,
a<lep.J; at oot~ing except in proving that
hype ruletli supreme enough to provide
'them with';,';e•-an<! a half;if/t!:'>'T'1a!lkfully
th~y (and I 987's answer-to the!T\,
Transvlsion Varnp) proye that it takes
more than a couplil.,pf'~and a drum
machine to con the discernin.[l)tlglic--1
Plastic pitches were never a substitute for
the real thing. Over to you Greavsie . . .

ity Kil ed The

eJ
Petro .mot on
,rln,\tives ,
Jgffty Lemon

ps
e Goi fathers

.aye Byk'ers On Acid
estwotld

• Aker a glittering career at Watford was cut short bY. a
persistent groin strain injury, Prince turned from golc:I to purple
and the lad's done brilliant ever since

1' Happy Moncfays
2 WOerek B
3, Primal Scream
4' ~(:I! Weather Prophets
5 Frank Sidebottom
'6 the Bodines
Z The Cookie Crew
8 The Shamen
9 Red Lorry Yellow Lorry
10 Duran Duran
11 Chas & Dave
12 Sigue Sigue Sputnik
RN'\ 3 5

"l'D RATHER HANG OUT
WITH A BEAUTIFUL
WOMAN THAN TRY TO GET
SOME GUY TO TUNE HIS
GUITAR"

Paul Stanley of Kiss ain't kidding.
But as the former shock-horror
monsters of rock celebrate UK
chart acceptability after IS years
of crying, Judy Weider finds
there's still life in the old rock
dogs yet'
• @S.1.N. Reproduced by permission

• PAUL STANLEY and Gene Simmons, 21 albums later
Sure, sure . , , no-one believed Kiss
could possibly deliver anything new or
unexpected after their 15-yeor, 21-album
career. Even their constantly changing lineup >eemed to have stobir,,ed. For o while
there, fans could of least count on seeing o
new face ploying lead guitar from lour lo
lour (Ace Frehley, Vinnie Vincent, Mork St
John), but now looks like Bruce Kulick ho,
solidly nailed tne bombastic jc,b of head

a

axeman

for Ki,s.

So whors newt Why should anyone
bather tuning into this American rock epic
any more? A re they as predicioblo os your
overage US family travelling interstate in o
station wagon, or is there still some ri5k thot
they'll cut off their own heads while juggling
chainsaws? After all, who but Kiss se1 the
current standard for swaggering glom-rock?
What would Poison or Motley Cnie know
about make-up and platform boots hod Kiss
not enacted such spectacular excesses when
they were mere infant.?
But Kiss are for more than on echo of
greot times long gone. Still able to blow
away most rod puppies with their shriel<y
polale of sounds and special effects, the
21 st Kiss album, 'Crazy Nights' is certainly o .
coming of age. Without a quiver of
hesitation, it ,hows that the band has
mastered raucous anthem rock like Oliver
North hos mastered the shredder Reaching
- for the first lime - for the guidance of on
outside producer (Ron Nevison, noted for
recent successes with Heart and Ozzy
Osbourne!, the band hos found itself soaring
once again through the upper atmosphere
of today's charts.
Their current world tour is the usual glitzy
theatrical presentation their fans have come
to expeci, if not demand. So how do they
keep it fresh? How do they keep themselves
excited by the endless po'5ibilities of rock 'n'
roll? Gene Simmons and Poul Stanley, the

backbone of Ki"' for all these croty years,
have some light to shed on the dragon no
passing trend con sloy •• .
'I sure don't want what happened to the
Who lo happen to Kiss," soys Simmons. "In
m'{ estimation, that band was absolutely one
o the dossic groups lhol turned into a
parody of itself. When the ideas ran out and
the well ton dry, the most noble thing Pete
Townshend did was put the group to rest
before it become o mere noslalgio act. So
you keep o bond fresh by bringing in new
blood - sometimes you co-write with outside
people."

The recent hit single, 'Crcrzy Nights', and
the success of the current 'Reason To Live'
seems certain to guarantee Kiss exactly the
sort of soles Gene Simmons hos wonted fof
so long - not that you could exactly coll Kiss
struggling musicians. But how does he
defle<:t criticism that now the bond hove o
hit single, they're selling out?
"Sure I wonted o hit single! Well, what I
should soy is that I wonted a hit, though nol
if ,t meant changing who we ore. Sul if you
hove o hit single, you're obviously making
music fpr ihe people - and that's what we're
here to do. Somo heavy rock bands soy
they don't wont a hit single, but thor, only
because they're lying!
'What we're trying to do is reoch the
public all the fime. So if we'ro roaching o
larger public and not changing what we're
doing lo reach them, then w0'ro only dolng
what we do - but bettorl Otherwise w11'd
iu$1 be in o cellar somewhere, making o
co reer of being a basement band.'

THC ~AND WTH THC CHA~ ~MA 0~ A~U~ QUCUC
"My kids think I'm a boring
old fart" admits Foreigner's
Rick Wills. But the AngloAmerican soft rockers can't
stop having those damn hits...
Foreign correspondent:

Robin Smith
Foreign bodies captured by

Steve Double
If you lined up all the records Foreigner have sold
they'd probably stretch hallway round !he world. Bui
off stage the band has the charisma of o bus queue.
"People hardly ever recognise us in !he slreel," soys
boss player Rick Wills. "It's gelting so bod I wont la go
over ta passers by ar:d say 'hello I'm Rick Wills, I ploy
with a famous group'."

My I s I 1n
m a oring a
ort.
ey any get
excited when foreigner videos came up on MTV.
Foreigner hove never been Aovour of the monlh and
we're not very hip, but we don't have ta look aver our
shoulders all the time to see ,f anybody is wearing
smarter lrousars then we do."
Since 1 977, Foreigner hove been having hits like
'Cold As Ice', 'Feels Like The first Time' and 'Hot
Blooded', masterpieces of smooth spectacular heavy
melol. And naw'lhey're bock with 'Soy You Will' token
from their 'Inside Information' album.
"I think we've done well because we're good musicians and we've always cha()ged our style," continues
Rick. "There's always a demand for good professional
ploying, no molter what else is going on.
"My son listens to all 1h01 Beastie Boys and Fol Boys
stuff and I say 'what the hell is that?' for me, most of
that stuff is o noise."
As you've probably already sussed, the members of
foreigner aren't exactly hot young honchos. Rick's not
keen on revealing his age, but as o kid he used to
ploy with the members of Pink Floyd and he knew Syd
Barrett! Although three of the members of Foreigner
are British they're based in America and Rick met up
with the band when he went over lo collccl some
debts.

" ctcr rampton s pcop c owe me some money, so
I thought that rather than wait for o cheque I would
knock on a few doors. It worked, because within two
weeks I had a cheque for SJS,000 in my hand. I also
heard that Foreigner's bass player was leaving so I
rnude o phone call and got lhe job.
"When I was 13 ii would hove seemed inconceivable that I could end up in a band like this. I've still
gol a sense ol wonder about ii.- We've mode a lot of
money in Foreigner, bul everything is r~lative. The
more money you hove the more money you hove to
spend. The pressures of life don't change."
The main creative · force behind Foreigner is soft
spoken guitarist Mick Janes, who played w,th such
legendary outfils as Nero And The Gladiators end
Spooky Tooth before forming the band.
"I think we've done so well because we set standards and try and improve on them," he soys. " I think
we're a pretty genuine band. When I sit down and
wrile o song I like to strum an a guitar and if something moves me then I think ifs quite likely to move
other people as well. I believe very strongly in feel
and intuition. I've been married three times and
obviously that's involved a lol of ernofon, which I
bring to the band . Foreigner are a band who feel and
core. We're not boring al all."

The oirrent success for l<fss allows the
individual members o chance lo explore
other activities op11iide the bond; and Gene
hos recently set up his own label, modestly
called Simmons!
"The reason fot it" he explains, "is !hot al
some point, ,omebody, some ploe<> gave me
a chonce and J have to give other people a
chonc(! too. I wont to give bock ,ome and if
ii succeeds, there'll be plenty more for
everyone i~lved.
"I p1obobly won't actually produce the
fir,t 9ct I've 5Tgned, I'll just be the el<'ecutive
producer - that meons J?ic;;i!;ing the producer
and'.havinl) o 'hands.on' involvement in the
record. I'm going lo oppr9ve every song.
Berry Gordy used Jo do the some thing at
Motown - nothing went oul wifli the lamfo
Motown label on it that he oidn't like!
"I really like tl)e ideo of having a record
company. People give you money lo gamble
with, You're really gambling w~h olher
people's mone.y lo be creot)ve.'
Poul has beM equally busy.
' I was going to produce Poison's next
album, but the timing didn't work out; he
reveals. "Bui l did write some songs wilt,
them in Los Angeles, so we'll see what
f\op~n, with t!,ose. But my life is Kiss. I get
rny ki~ from it, my satisfqc:tion, grolificofion1
inspirotic,n, perspiration ... the Works!
'I would obsoluloly never think of getting
involved with anytl,,ng that would toke me
away from Kiss in any way. If a pond comes
along lhot I think is special - and I think
Poison is a reol spedal bond - moroo, I'd
worlc :with them. But fusl to have another
bundi of guys lo work with? Frankly, I'd
rather hong out with a beautiful woman
!hon try to gel some guy to lune bis guilorl"

Aftel" 2'\ olbums os Kiss, do you look
bock ond regret certain rnoves you mode?
"l lieiVe absolutely no regrets about
anything." soys Gene bluntly. "T~e,re hove
be~n situations that hove been career
mistakes, bul without 1herr1 we ~oufdn't have
~nown how lo go forward Mistakes hpye
Qnly helped us lo solidify our vision, If yqu're
going tt,rough Jhe woods ond you take o
left tum ond go .d own !lie wrong woy,
then you know what the right· way is!'
"No comploinJs here!" odds Poul. 'We're
lucky guy,. Kiss is dolng great, we're still
here, having outlived most of the peopl;;
who nod nothing but bad. things to soy
about us. We're real satisfied with the mark
we've mode. Let me put it to you this way
. . . I've yet to cry myself lo sleep!"

You might think it's a little late to try to become a roclc 'n' roll ~"D!!l when yolt'rP weU past the age of 30. But that's exactly
what Roger Taylor says he's doing.
While Freddie Mercury's been
working with monstrous Spanish opera
singer Montserrat Caballe and Brian
May has been getting very friendly
with 'EastEnders' star Anita Dobson,
Roger has formed his own band, the
Cross, and they'll be touring early in
'88 - with drummer Roger playing
rhythm guitar.
"Queen are still friends but we've
reached the point where we can
easily exist as a band and do solo
projects too," says Roger. "It's great to
be in a working, hungry band again.
The Cross are very raw and very
exciting. None of the band was
recruited because of the way they
look or because they were wearing
the right aftershave. We want to put
the bite back into music. I suppose
we're a reaction against so many of
the clean sounding, video-orientated
bands these days."
That may sound strange coming
from a man who's donned school
u.'liforrn and a skirt for one of Queen's
virteo epics, but Roger is in deadly
earnest. The debut single from the
C:ro~s is 'Shove It' and it's also the title
track of the band's album,
"It's a real lads' song but it's also
about the class barriers that still exist
in Britain," explains Roger. "It's still
very much a privileged society here
with lots of snobbery. I hope our
single has some of the spirit of the old
Sex Pistols records. I loved 'Anarchy
In The UK'."

what does
aqueen do
on his day off?

He leaves his
colleague.sin
Queen and goes
off to form a new
"hungry'' band,
that's what.
Stations of the
Cross visited by
Robin Smith

This sort of talk may seem a bit
strange coming from a member of
international mega-group Queen, but
it's not so funny when you realise that
Roger has always been the real rock
'n' roller of the band. It was him, after
all, who wrote such anthemic numbers
as 'Radio Ga Ga', originally intended
as a criticism of radio stations that
play crap music.
Roger recruited the Cross last year.
He put ads in various papers and
spent nne weekend seeing over 200
p<'rforrners audition at a theatre in
London He settled on Josh Macrae
(drums), Spike Edney (keyboards),
Clayton Moss (lead guitar) and Peter
Noone (bass). No, the last gentlemen
isn't the Peter Noone who used to play
with Sixties band Herman's Hermits.
"I could have taken the easy way
out and formed some kind of super
group from my friends, but that would
have been a pretty undemanding
move," explains Roger. "l wanted to
get my feet back on the ground and
work with new talent. We hope to be
touring colleges and clubs in February
and rm really looking forward to it.
Obviously, playing with Queen you
lose a lot of the intimacy of small
venues."

Roger says he'll be concentrating on
breaking the Cross worldwide this
year but Queen will also be starting
work on another album. "I tlunk it's
going to be a very hard and punchy
album. The great thing about Queen is
that we never know what we're gomg
to do next. In Queen we're all
professional musicians and we
continually want to expenment and
stretch ourselves. There's a lot more
to being a successful musiCJan than
just thlnking about the next blonde
you're going to take to bed.•
RN'\ 3 7

GOSSIP

I
Here we go then, head first Into yet
another New Year. And are you lot out
there all sick of the sight of turkey yet/
Ha! Serves you right for eating meat in
the first place say I. Me, I couldn't look
another lentil burger en croOte in the
face for at least another six months. So
pardon me if I have co stop and adjust my
waistband every five minutes!
Anyway, what sort of a Christmas did
you all have, chicklets! Certainly In music-

0

0

if:

• Bill and the lads pradise their Masonic gestures
land there have been plenty of parties,
lots of drinking and one or two
indiscretions . .. but more of those later.
After last week's epic Lip awards, I
thought this week I might polish up the
old crystal ball and take a look at what
could just be happening over t he next 12
months. So let's dim the lights, get that
incense burning and off we jolly well go!
First of all, let's see who'll be marrying
who . . . How about the unlikely union of
Freddie M ercury and A nnie Lennox!
(Below left.) Or maybe the even more
unlikely reunion of Boy G eorge and Jon
Moss/ (Below.) I predict that Ben from
Curiosity will run off with a white
Russian countess and never be heard from
again (wishful thinking!) and that G eorge
Michael will at last tell the world of his
large harem, all occupants of which are
trained in therapeutic massage and which
is lurking in some Bushey backwater .. .
Jo hn Lydon will find himself and become
a Buddhist monk, chanting with the Hare
Krishnas in Oxford Street in his spare
t ime ... Morr issey will suddenly become
a founder member of the Limelight
Liggers Association and will be first in and
last out every Saturday night, and
preferably on a stretcher. (Left.)
Meanwhile, there will be talk of a
Smiths reunion and, just to complicate
their record contracts a bit more, they'll
make a benefit album for the employees
of Rough Trade along with the Fall,
Cabaret Voltaire, Scritti Politti and
Aztec Camera.
I predict that Billy Idol will dye his
hair red, start wearing baseball caps back
to front and yell 'Yo bitch check out this
shit' and will audition for the Beastie
Boys touring company. (Above.) The
Beastie Boys. however, will have had a
sudden change of heart and will make a
male feminist album entitled 'She's So
Lovely In Her Football Boots' and start

/

• 1988's wedding of the year?

• Jon gets one of G eorge's finer angles

playing benefit gigs for the Temperance
Society.
Mandy Sm ith will wear skirts down
to her ankles in '88 in an attempt to
endow herself with a bit of much needed
mystery, M adonna will suddenly put on
three stone and do a duet with D arryl
Pandy, and she will not divorce Sean,
but will start breeding pedigree poodles
in her spare t ime instead, so that she can
train them to be her dancing troupe.
Pete Wylie will become a virtual
recluse and will start his first volume of
'My Life As An Aesthete', meanwhile, in
his absence, Josie Jones will become a
megastar of untold proportions.

• Office Boy Jack does the
mid-afternoon cafe run for tea
and cakes
Jack Nicholson will fill the rm staff
vacancy, and be forced to spend his day
making tea and running back and forth to
the tuck shop catering to our every
whim. (Above.) Rick Astley will spend
three months trying to find the brain t ell
he lost In the Limelight. (Above right.)
Rinky dink trendy doo dah music will
be banned by law from being played in
the rm office and Betty Page will give
birth to an infant prodigy who will make
a solo LP at five months. Shane
MacGowan will suddenly and
inexplicably give up the demon drink and
will vanish to a health farm for a few
months, re-emerging around May with a
complete new set of pearly whites and a
blemish free complexion. He's asked to
join Wet W et W et but declines on the
grounds that they're far too wicked for
him to play with.
Johnny Hates Jan have a close
encounter of the third klnd with a space
probe from Pluto and are zapped off into
the stratosphere never to be heard from
again. All that remains of them is a
frazzled Jean Paul Gaultier suit and a
smoking set of gleaming choppers.
D onny Osmond, in grand Morman .
tradition, takes Boy George as his second
wife. To m Jo nes takes over from David

Cassidy in 'Time' because David, having
disappeared through the Laurence Olivier
hologram in search of the meaning of life,
forgets to come back
The New Order to split stories will
sta~ again when Peter Hook takes six
months off to go on a world tour with
Mllttey Crile. Metal codpiece fever hits
Manchester with a vengeance.
Barney, meanwhile, makes his solo
album which features a IS minute
instrumental with nothing but snoring on
it. rm get an Echo And The
Bunnymen Interview ... the
interviewer being Bono from U2 who
has decided he still hasn't found what he's
looking for so maybe it 'II be on the other
side of the tape recorder.
Jonathan Ross marries Jane
Gouldman and becomes the first
pregnant man in world history. Nor only
that, but he starts his own afternoon
show glorifying the joys of Swiss roll

baking for beginners, (Right.)
Zodiac Mindwarp has all his hair cur
off, his tattoos removed by laser and
takes to wearing a dinner jacket. He
makes a solo album entitled 'Me 'N'
Frank' consisting of old Sinatra cover
versions. Mary from the Gaye Bykers
joins the Love Reaction and
immediately the whole lot of them get a
council fumigation o rder slapped on them.
I will marry Sylvester Stallone
because he's so naff, and I will
subsequently have a life of bliss learning
how to a.r m-wrestle. Brigitte Nielson
will be best man at Jonathan Ross'
nuptials and will run off with Shane
MacGowan for a Hawaiian wedding.
Following his successful collaboration
with Morrissey, Vlni Reilly will make a
Hi-NRG record about digestive biscuits
which will be top of the dance charts for
five weeks. Tony Wilson will get a new
hairpiece . .. Pete Bums decides to have
sillicone bosoms and has his picture taken
as Nell Gwynne for the next set of
publicity snaps.
Robin Smith will become a health
food freak thus putting Rowntrees out
of business. Joe Shutter takes the
pledge. Andy Strickland has a top I0
hit, Tony Baloney's true identity is
revealed as Steven Patrick Morrissey
trying to make a bit of dosh in his spare
time ... Dolph Lundgren learns one
more expression to add to his vast acting
repertoire and Mickey Rourke commits
suicide because i won't marry him,
I find a decent story and make Up into
a star turn ... the rm staff faint at the
shock. Paul Yates becomes a brunette
aga.in so Bobsie dyes his platinum.
Ho, hum - Happy New Year.
playmates!

• Jonno anticipates the joys of motherhood
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l'd like to have a lauvh,

have some fun and kick
all the Sharons AS continues its crystal
gazing into
music of
up the arse! '' ballcoming
year_,
rm

the
the
Nancy
Culp meets Sinead
O'Connor, the most

intriguing and original
songwriter to emerge in
recent times. Portraits of the
artist: Steve Double
4 0 RM

Last year, possibly one of the most
startling and original talents of the
decade made her debut.
She sprang (rom nowhere, a million
miles from what is traditionally
considered the norm for would-be
female stars. Her name was Sincad
O'Connor.
An eight months pregnant Sinead
was shown, in semi-naked glory,
cavo1ting in the very beautiful and
unusual promo which accompanied
her first album - 'The Lion And The
Cobra'. [none fell swoop. Sinead
broke a thousand and one taboos. She
backed it up with a supernaturally
haunring voice , stirring and mature
songs and the promise of even greater
1hjngs to come. Here was definitely a
face for '88.
And what an extraordinary and
beautiful face it is too. Rather than
squashing her sex appeal, the act of
shaving her head has enhanced it. The
facl that ·The Lion And The Cobra'
has some of the most raw, sexual
music and Iyrics to come from the pen
of a girl, marks Sinead out as one of
'88's most unlikely sex symbols. Well.
not every one goes for the obvious, do
they?
When I spoke to Sinead, she was
halfway through her guest slot on the
INXS tour. An unlikely coupling
maybe, bui she managed to ride out
the loudly chattering audience in
Southampton admuably.
Onstage, she's a remarkably
magnetic performer. For a stan. you
can't take your eyes off this tiny figure
in the tartan dress and Doc Martens
who possesses an almost Bambi-like
fragility yet sounds as if she could
demolish a concrete bunker with one
blast of that voice. But not even the
full belt of the powerful 'Just Like U
Said It Should Be' or the jokey
genital-clutching during 'I Want Your
Hands On Me' could stop the
rumbustious fidgeting of the puaters
more eager for Michael Hutchence
and crew. My dears, she was simply
wasted on them.
Before talking to Sin cad. I was
standing in the Ladies, when r
overheard rwo stereotypical 'Sharons'
giggling about what they'd just seen. I
think the words 'disgusting' and
'unwatchable' were two of the more
charitable descriptions. [ teU Sinead
this and she laughs.
''That makes me happy," she sayS',
"because f"*k them! They're just
being stupid. That just makes me want
to go and do it. but when you' re a
singer and you've sung a song and
gargled with honey before you go on,
you've got all this gunk in the back of
your throat and you have to spit it
out. People think it'~ really unladylike
and disgusting whereas if Michael
Hutchence did it, nobody would think
anything of it. To me, it's not
perverse, there's nothing perverse
about spitting onstage. it's like going
to the toilet, which has to be done ,
otherwise you implode."
Do you think that there are too
many niceties surrounding what girls
can and can't do?
"Of course, of course! I don't do
the things on purpose just because I
think it's 'cool' to do it, but so what if
r do do it? So what if girls curse? So
what if girls fart or shave )'>arts of
their bodies? It's just honest. I accept
that some people will like it ~ad some

people won't like it. I'm not going out
of my way to make people happy!
Women. to my•mind. are the main
people who cause trouble for female
equality by saying things like that.
Women ostracise other women who
aren·1 like them. The only hassle I've
ever got over the way 1 look is from
women who just can't deal with it. r
shaved my head because I was bored
shitless with the way T looked."

As yoµ can gather, Sinead certainly
talks straight. Her speaking voice may
be sof1 and laced with a lilting Dublin
accent but her use df language is
brutal and cuts right through the crap.
T have 1he feeling 1hroughou1 the
interview that she's merely tolerating
me, answering many of the same
questions she's been asked before. but
she does it with good grace. You
sense that this part of the music circus
is one she'd co11sider a waste of time
but you can't help having tremendous
respe,:t for the way she conducts
herself. She manages to combine an
intense femininity with certain
masculine directness.
"·OK, so I'm a slob'', she admits.
'' And r smoke and curse and spit but I
don't do it ·cause I think it's cool to
be like a man. l jusl think that there's
elements of male and female in
everybody and I feel womanly much more so with my hair like this.
It's made me feel really beautiful.•·
For someone who's only just 21,
Sinead is what people would call ' well
sussed'. Witness the. insights in10
relationships her songs show especially on tracks like her debut
solo single 'Troy'. She knows precisely
who she is and where she is.
"l have certain aspec_ts of my life
worked out but other aspects of it are
unsettled and I like to keep them that
way because that's where creativity
comes from. It doesn't do to be
perfectly happy, You need to be
agonising over something.''
She says that her baby, Jake, has
made her feel secure but admits to
being inconsistent in her love affairs
and finds herself "falling constantly in
love with somebody" because she
can't stand being by herself for "even
an hour".
Her enthusiasm for the great game
of not-so-trivial pursuit comes across
very strongly but she admits that the
hum is better than the catch.
"Not that I'd go out and shag loads
and loads of guys. Sex is very
important to me and l think it is to
everybody. With me, I like it because
it's honest. That's how 1 am in my
songs and in that way, my songs are
sensual because the way I write is the
·w ay l shag. I don' t believe in beating
around the bush or covering things in
sauce. Say exactly what you think and
take lhe brunt if there's any
consequences. Nothing turns out right
for you unless you go for it. OK, it
gets you into trouble every now and
then but in general, it gets you what
you want."
Getting what she wants is something
Sinead is remarkably adept at.
Although the album was released last
year, she'd been signed to Ensign
Records for three years. I t's rare for a
record company to do that. The other
example which springs to mind is Kate
Bush whom EM! nurtured before
releasing her to the world. Smead puts

1 like the Sugarcubes as well. rm
going to do some work with the girl
from them."

it down to her manager Fachtna 0
Ceallaigh who ensured that "l was
very well protected from the shit that
goes on''. Fachtna, for the record, has
had quite a lot of experience in that
direction, having previously managed
the Boomtown Rats and Bananarama.
There are quite a few parallels
between Sinead and Kate Bush. Both
started young, are of Irish origin,
possess striking, unusual voices, write
remarkable songs and had the luxury
of producing themselves and raking
their time over it.
With Sincad though, she's much less
the fey, girly figure that Kate is. 'The
Lion And The Cobra' has a positively
punky edge to it.
"Spewing and venomous!" says
Sinead. " I did 'Jackie' deliherately
that way because I didn't want anyone
to accuse me of being folky. I was just
proving the point that you can mix· a
whole lot of things and if it's nice,
whatever you put on it, it doesn't
matter.•·
After such a strong debut. how will
. she approach the next one?
·' With much, much more
confidence."
And the new songs?
"They're clearer cut but they're
equally sort of vague. 1 write lyrics
quite vague so that no one knows
exactly what they're about."
So does she find it amusing when
people try to dissect her songs?
"Oh yes, because they never get ii

right - and I never tell them. If C
were to tell them there'd be a lot of
angry people oul there! Every single
syllable of it is drawn from personal
experience but I write about it so no
one knows what I'm talking about
'cause I don 't want to take my clothes
off in front of 5000 people when I do
it!"
II seems rather incongruous doing it
on the INXS tour as well!
"I quite like their stuff. I think it's
the best of its kind 'cause they're
honest - they don't bullshit, they
don't pretend to be rock stars."
Sinead's 'stuff' at the moment is,
s urprisingly enough, rap music.
"I love it! It's so sexual! It just
screams at you. I remember three
years ago when I first heard it, r
thought it was really boring but now l
can't get enough of the stuff! T love it
because it's so raw .. . It uses bad
language.
Some of it is very sexist though.
·'Some of it is and r don't like that.
I don't like people like lce-T and
Public Enemy . . . Well not
necessarily Public Enemy but their
producer is a complete chauvinist.
Please print this. I went to a seminar
in New York and there was a hip-hop
panel and he said that women should
stay out of music because they dido 't
know what they were talking about! l
like the women much better than the
men. I like Salt ' n' Pepa and MC Lite
'cause they don't put up with the crap.

With such a strong image and strong
opinions, would Sinead like to see
herself as a role model for a new
generation of women? Certainly it
would be more pqsitive having
someone like her emulated than, say.
Pepsi & Shirlie or Madonna. She
demurs and says she hasn't really seen
herself in that light but adds, "I think
r have sort of become one•·. One of
the first things she'd do would be to
discourage 'wannabees· from wearing
fur coats.
''l'm not vegetarian but I'm very
anti-fur coats because I don't
understand what the need is when
1here are other things. J mean, what's
the f""king point? You can get fake
fur coats. Jt's like a man having a big
gleaming Mere. It makes him feel like
he's got a big dick and makes some
women feel rich. To me, if you can't
feel rich because of the way you are
or the way you feel inside, no dead
animal in the world is going to make
you feel rich. The thing that amazes
me is that T go down to Leicester
Square and tlrere's all these snobby
looking women in fur coats and they
look at me as if I'm funny. It just
makes me puke."
So faI, it's surprising how slow
people have been to catch onto Sinead
O'Connor. With an LP and single
behind her. the latest track to be
released is the tribal groove of
'Mandinka' and it could well be th:e
song to change all that. She says,
though, that having a hit record
doesn' t bother her.
''I'd prefer it if it happened slo;,,,ly
'cause I don't know how I'd handle
the suddenness. I get tired very easily
and 1 gel very petulant and childish. I
need my sleep and I don't want to
become a f'*king rock goddess
arsehole. I get very frightened because
I see a lot of people in the music
business who are very, very successful
and they've lost all their values they've forgotten why they were there
in the first place." She reveals she
doesn' t intend to stay in the business
for more than five years. And after
that?
"I'd write for other people and I'd
like to do some film music. No way
am I staying forever. rd bore myself
to tears. I feel creative in much more
ways than music. I really, really want
to do acting ... So l. can shag Mickey
Rourke!"
Sinead and about 70 million others!
Practically every other person I've
interviewed, male and female, has
waxed lyrical about the questionable
charms of Mr Rourke. It's that smile,
isn't it?
"Yeah, it is, because I do find
myself attracted to men who have an
evil side 10 them. I really love dirtylooking men . .. Like you can almost
smell their breath, whiskey and
things."
A.~d her other ambitions, apart
from Mickey Rourke?
''f'd like to go on tour in my own
right. write more songs and make
another album. Just have a laugh.
have some fun and kick all the
Sharons up the arse!"
R,..,,,. 4'1
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Thhlk you've got something to say?
Then brave the wrath of Tony
Baloney - the man with the loud
mouth and even louder bottom.
Write to the old wind bag c/o rm,
Greater London Bouse, Hampstead
Road, London NWl 7QZ.
Hi Tony!
Being a victim of a wild child - hence
the new address - I'm having no
problems getting the weekly rm. Nice to
see a decent letters page where you can
actually undemand the letters and the
replies. Keep up the goo<l work my lad
and stay away from those wild chicks.
They are more experienced than middle
aged nannies.
PS: Birthday and Christmas behind bars,
what a bummer!

Hartin Allen (Allen 887206) c/o
Brixton Prison, London SW2
• Chicks, eh! They're nothing but
uouble Manin, believe me. Especially
when you can't gee one. You chink you're
badly off, being behind bars? What about
me. scucl< here wich all these pi/locks
going on about crap music all the time!
I'd die for a bit of mailbag sewing and a
few days slopping ouc to ger away from
chis lot.
■ Having endured week after week of
the letters page in rm, I have to write to
you, to let you know how disappointed I
am In the continuing poor taste in which
it is conducted.
It's a real shame that such a good
quality magazine as yours should be
inOicted with a letters page of such
unparalleled rubbish. containing little
more than smutty, pointless insults and
half-hearted 'toilet wall' comments,
I also have some sympathy for you Mr
Baloney (or whatever your real name is),
for I assume that as you are employed by
nn it follows that you must have a fair
degree of intelligence, and your
journalistic talent could be put to a more
satisfying use. It must be very frustrating
for you to be forced to take on a silly
name and lower yourself to the level of
shameful unintelligence on display every

week.

I'm sure that no-one buys rm merely
for the letters page - especially if it is
purchased by the social group at which
the rest of rm is aimed - and I'm sure
that in Its present format, it would not
4 2 RIV\

be missed.
You cannot fail to have noticed that
the majority of persons writing to you
are making a genuine attempt to put over
their views and perhaps stimulate a
healthy, well-balanced exchange.
Unfortunately this is not possible at the
moment due to the 'stone walling' nature
of the replies (you don't even answer
people's questions), and the apparent
concern only with cheap laughs.
Finally, Mr Baloney. although I realise
that you are under Instructions from your
employers, may I suggest that you take
my letter seriously, and give some
thought to conducting a proper letters
page in rm.
I expect the management of rm will
instruct you to contrive some cheap
insult in reply to my letter, even though
it is not my intention to solicit such, as
I'm sure is the case with many other
readers. The current letters page formula
does not work, it is cheap, tacky and
pointless. Come on, treat us as adults .. .
and do it properly please.

David Eggleton, Chaddeson, Derby
• You got it boy! Cheap, tacky and
pointless - that's me. I know chac's a
rarity in such a tasfeful. profound and
sensitive business as rock 'n' roll buc
there you go. I realise that someone of
your obvious intellect and refinement
gets upset at che thought of reprobates
like me existing, no doubt in the same
way you did when you found out Father
Christmas was really the milkman, but
tough titty buster, life's a bitch. And for
your information, the rm post bag has
risen tenfold since I began this
Godforsaken ;ob and I gee paid by the
letter. So thanks mate - the drinks are
on you!
■ Doesn't Stock Aitken Waterman's new
single 'Packjammed With The Party
Posse' make you wanna go:
"YEUCHHHHYUK UGH UGH!"
.. . and that's just after hearing the t itle.
As for the single, throw it down the
dumper. How do these guys keep their
credibility?

Corinne D Graehame, up-and(definitely)-coming female record
producer, Nottingham

e VOICE OF THE BEEHIVE'S queen, Tracey

LETTER FROM

RENNES

• Corinne, my dear, Stock Aitken
Waterman are so rich chey have no
credibility to keep, unlike my good self
who has globules of it oozing out onco
the typewriter ac this very moment.
Whoops. chere it goes. sliding all over
the 'q' key again. Yum yum.
■ After yet again giggling and snarling at
your replies, one's only left wondering,
what sign are you! Scorpio or Cancer?
Or maybe neither, in which case, what! If
you're a wind bag does this mean you're
a Gemini/Aquarius/Librian1
If you're brave, put down your date of
birth (year included) and I'll work out
your chart for you!
PS: Do you realise that you're an eight
according to numerology!!

An amazing Aquarian (who's bored),
Planet Earth.
• No, I didn 'c realise char. nor do I really
care. All this mumbo jumbo and
gobbledy-gook is no thing for a strapping
nonhern lad w/ch a sheep fixation like
myself to be bothered about. As for my
star sign, my birthday's April I (no
laughing at the back), so I'm a bloody
ram, dear, a bloody ram.

e LAIBACH'S conductor

Pr-etty as a postcard and lovingly preserved like some architectural cross between York and Uxbridge, the Christmasy squares and splendid civic buildings
of Rennes are prepared once more to
host Europe's premier festival of independent music, Les Trans Muscales. •Thirty
odd bands. with the main weight 01',.ihe
proceedings concentrating round three
nights of UK acts. None of your Reading/
Glastonbury mud baths here. Always stylishly and carefully run, Rennes' only
problem this year is that the music's
heart can rarely match the beauty of the
setting.
Continentals Von Magnet and Marc
Seberg turn out to be the biggest washouts of the event. Von Magnet represent
the worst of overblown Euro music
theatre and, despite the novelty of their
Industrial flamenco music (!!!), the hysterical vocals and absurdist posturing feel like
a few seconds from an o ld Bowie video
stretched over hours , . .
Drawing the festival's largest crowd,
Marc Seberg are Simply Minded/
Psychedelically Furred guitar copyists with
a singer who crouches, pretends to sleep,
clutches his head, moans, turns his back
on the audience and keeps his eye on the
main chance . . .
'
Much vaunted Swiss minimalist trio the
Young Gods don't do anything Killing

Every year, the
small French
town of Rennes
comes alive to
the sound of
music as the
best of Europe's
more interesting
musos get
together for Les
Trans Muscales.
French letters:
Pete Paisley
Photos: Steve
Double

Joke didn't do a lot better six years ago except sing in French. The vocal technique is a straight lift from Regan's demonic
gargling in 'The Exorcist' and If this is the
new sonic architecture then it's no won•
der Prince Charles complained ...
No argument, Yugoslavia's Laibach do
look like the Hitler Youth and - if their
press briefings are anything to go by they've got the Nazi fixations to match,
There's no applauding stuff like this, only
an acknowledgment of the fearsome
dynamic and pitiless power generated
from an otherwise normal four-piece. Imagine a jack boot stamping on a human
face in four-four t ime, forever. That's
Laibach ...
And from Blighty with love ...
Bringing their tales from the riverbanks
of the Thames, the Band Of H oly Joy's
beggar's opera of foul, screeching vocals
and queasy fairground tunes created an
authentic British sense of rotten, fraying
shabbiness. Music for elephant men to
, weep and smile to as they skulk through
the dark streets of London ...
Doing Britain proud in all their tarted
up, cycle slut, glossy glory, Age O f
Chance (a last minute replacement for
Stump), put on a show of such smirking
colour it was actually a relief from the
self-regarding sternness served up by the
other groups. The singer's Holly Johnson
stage routines didn't do them any favours
but DJ Powercut's expert wheeling, dealing and stealing added a much needed
cutting edge to A Of C's outrageous
arrogance . . .
Once you've seen one batch of goodtime, punktime, footstomping folkies
you've seen 'em all, and the Men They
Couldn't Hang pubbed along unobjectionably even though it was noted that

e AGE OF CHANCE show the •'-'diencc the n~"~,t rit

• A YOUNG GOD does his Max Bygraves impr~,.ion

every song sounded somehow like 'I
Fought The Law' played by the new
Strummerised Pogucs. Give 'em enough
rope .. .
Aberdeen's the Sh amen - the
acceptable
face
of
post-modern
psychedelia - made a sound as black as
co,I and twice as hard, all full of whoO'ihing 'Dr Who'-ish noises, thumping,
picky basslines and a hefty side-order of
sampled effects. There could be a big deal
in the m1king here .. .
FX boggled guitars, crap drums, Dayglo
back-alley
surrealist
graphics
and
megaphone vocals - yup. it's Gaye Byk•
ers On Acid, sounding more and more
like something Lemmy threw up after
having too much to dream one night, This
is grebo fiuid exchange using the unsafest
sex techniques and dirtiest needles ever.
Quietest group of the festival were
Martin Stephenson's much changed
Daintees. Martin had a nasty rap with a
persistent heckler and ended up sounding
like some brainwashed convert to the relaunched Leonard Cohen barmy army.
Knees swinging out of bounds, the new
B-52's, Voice Of The Beehive, offered
• melee of choppy, tossed guitars and as
perfect a bubblegum mix of Madness and
the Monkees as could be desired. Leaving
behind a recent spate of lacklustre London showings, there's still sweet, tacky
honey in the Beehive for sure .. .
Immensely enjoyable in the way large
amounts of chocolates or chips are,
Head's orthodox early Seventies Sladestyle rock introduced an hilarious insolence to Rennes not a moment too soon.
With their flares, drapes and power
driven Les Pauls, Head are God's joke on
rock ·o· roll in the Eighties, The guitarist
even obliged by jumping headfirst into his
amp for the finale. That's the spirit ...
And so ... British pop imperialism still
rules in Europe, and Rennes got it just
right In broaching as broad a spectrum of
modem material as possible,
Great town, great festival and next
time Rennes will hopefully get more of
the groups it deserves.
1988. do your damnedest!
R. M
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◄ STING, WEMBLEY ARENA,
LONDON
Seeing Sting in his gaily-coloured and foppish attire bounci"ng around a designer stage set at Wembley, I recalled
with dewy eyes the days when it was possible to utter
the sentence: "I'm new wave I am. I'm into the Police"
and still remain remarkably hip into the bargain. But those
days are long gone.
And what happened to the half punk/half pin-up? Well
Sting grew up; he discovered marriage, divorce, dodgy
feature films, big suits, black backing musicians and mop
top hair cuts. Unfortunately he forgot about the songs.
Don't get me wrong, the guy's got talent and his CV will
testify to the fact that he can bang out a good tune, but
at Wembley they just didn't show up.
Sting started well enough with his latest 45s, 'We'll Be
Together' and 'Englishman In New York', but gradually
anything singable deteriorated into some sort of subSantana freeform jam. It would have been great in Rio,
but we're British and everybody knows that the British
have got lead feet. What made it worse was the all-black
backing band. I half-expected him to shout 'They've got
so mucn soul!" after he'd introduced them all.
With a drummer and three percussionists versus three
keyboards, a bass and guitar, the show was more like a
heavyweight contest between rhythm and tune than any
well co-ordinated glossy entertainment. Even with such a
simple song as 'Bring On The Night', Sting surgically
removed its framework and replaced it with a shapeless
I 5 minute samba. Why do pop stars do this with their
material? There's no house rule at Wembley which forbids
three minute pop songs from appearing on the set list.
Maybe Wembley is a test, a judgement day for pop
stars. "It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle than it is for overblown pop concerts to grace
Wembley with any cred." "Slurp, slurp!" says Sting, "I'm
just sucking this camel into a point."
Ian Dick50n
■· KINKS, TOWN AND COUNTRY
CLUB, LONDON
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■ STIFF LITTLE FINGERS, NATIONAL
CLUB, LONDON

■ THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS, MEAN
FIDDLER, LONDON

Anyone nostalgic for 1984 yet? 19851 1986/
This is crazy. If it wasn't good enough for the Undertones. why should SLF reform with all hands on deck?
Answer y'all . . . because they're bloody desperate, that's
why. It's what 1987 was all about.

We'll let this one pass, but on one condition only the Boomtown Rats are never, ever allowed to
reform. Now that would be the last ditch.

The odd couple. Welcome to the hi-fidelity experience of
They Might Be Giants, a Massachusetts mixture of all-new
guitar poses and battered accordion thrusts set to a backing tape of beats, farts and noises. Compulsive viewing and
listening.
The Giants have rummaged through the dustbin of
influences, salvaging musical scraps from every style going
and adding a healthy dash of humour to produce a startlingly addictive sound. This is a hummable pop melting pot
of cow-punk. junk-funk, electro-boogie and pure pop. Listen carefully and you 'II hear Frank Zappa, Laurie Anderson
and Devo clamouring to be recognised, Veering from the
Aztec Camera-ness of 'Don't Let's Start', the two Johns
(Flansburgh and Linnell) call at every stop from Sweet
(the gunge-rockin' 'She Was A Hotel Detective') to
Prince ('Purple Toupee'). There's even time for some 'hot
jazz.fusion licks', during the jerky 'Lie Still Little Bottle',
the only song I know to feature a solo played on a tree
branch!
Despite the heavily acknowledged in0uences, the Giants
are as original as anything you'll hear this year. This is pop
as it should be - brash, rowdy and full of fun. The charts
need nervously infectious tunes like 'Put Your Hand Inside
The Puppet Head'. That it will be criminally ignored is
your loss not mine. They Might Be Giants. You might be
surprised.

Pete Paisley

To ny Beard

If only that desperation was limited to the band, but
the point is, the National was filled to capacity. It's obvious a hell of a lot of people still badly miss this kind of
music, most of them pantomime punks of the most obnoxious kind and all of them pining for Strummer/Jones style
workouts and the attendant posturing.
The original SLF were all about being Belfast's answer
to the C lash, At a knee-jerk level they're still noisy,
poppy and tunesome and all the old favourites are present
and correct ('Alternative Ulster', 'Wait And See'), far
more Thin Lizzy than the C lash this time around. bLJt a
harmless enough throwback to 'Hanx' anyway.
In a year of ridiculous relaunches, refits and restarts the
one thing missing was a complete rethink. I might be able
to stomach one-offs by TRB and SLF just for the kneesup. but please God, say it ain't the whole of the way for

'88.

mat
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Shed a tear for poor old Ray Davies - Chrissie Hynde
left him, and he's losing his hair. He's also stuck with a
lookalike brother with a mid Seventies heavy metal obsession.
In the Sixties and early Seventies, Ray penned some of
the most genuinely affecting pop tunes ever - 'Waterloo
Sunset', 'Lola', 'Ape Man' etc - but tonight they're
smothered in a full frontal attack of no holds barred
gee-tars.
Not that the audience of middle-aged couples and grizzled hippies minded. As Ray rushed onto the stage to a
backing tape of an obscure Hendrix track, the evening's
mood was set. He waved his hands and wiggled his bum
like Mick Jagger, performed Pete Townshend scissor leaps,
and started doleing out songs from the new live album
'The Road'.
But Ray has always been a pretty awkward bloke. Just
when I felt I could stand no more songs about hurricanes
in New York, he strapped on his acoustic guitar and sang
'Lola' to minimal accompaniment. In a way, this was ty.pical
of the sec, as it ranged from the stunningly banal \ o
occasional moments of stark poetic beauty.
It was during one of the eight encores (count 'em) that
Ray really gave the punters what they wanted as 'David
Watts', 'Yoo Really Got Me', 'Waterloo Sunset' and 'All
Day And All Of The Night' were forced into a ramshackle
medley.
"I'm a bloke called Ray," shouted the rock legend, as
the punters got out the keys for their Cortinas. Then he
was gone. But he 'II be back, because, in spite of the
receding hair line, he's still worth it, even just for those
few moments.

Henry Williams
■

TED HAWKINS, VICTORIA
PALACE, LONDON
Ted Hawkins has become the blues darling of the white
middle class, socially-aware student population. Someone
to fritter away those meagre grants on.
From Los Angeles busker to headlining in London's
West End, Ted Hawkins' reputation may have
mushroomed but his act remains essentially the same, He
still maintains his busking ideals, with nothinf more than a
guitar and carefree attitude to keep his audience captivated for an hour and a half. Usually tnis sort of thing is
better suited to a cramped, smokey pub rather than the

formality of a theatre, but Hawkins' mere presence adds a
special intimacy to the atmosphere.
Taking care not to let the hecklers feel left out, his
stage banter borders on the absurdly flippant. "If you see
the queen before I do, say Ted sends his love," he says at
one point. Had le been anyone else they wouldn't have
got away with It. Likewise his choice of material, which
included soulful interpretations of 'White Christmas' and
'Green Green Grass Of Home', would.normally be condemned as cwee. In the festive spirit of revelry and expectation, however. it made perfect sense. "You're our Christmas present from America," someone shouts from the
stalls. Yup. we can all remember when we had our first
pint.
Chris Twomey

■ GHOST DANCE, THE MARQUEE,
LONDON

As the band grace the stage to the throws of 'The Grip
Of Love', a wall of bodies suddenly appear sky high,
gesticulating furiously. But this is certainly no doom laden
gothic band. Ghost Dance are now able to spout their
brand of rock/pop with great ease, winning over the
audience's attention with every number. Tonight, however, they were preaching to the converted. 'Celebrate' was
full of gusto and 'When I Call' was real thrusting heart
and soul. The band's strength lies in their simplicity,
there's no flouncy or lacey bits and certainly no egoscratching rock solos. The songs are taken firmly by the
hand and led along by Anne Marie's superb vocals (surely
comparisons to other female vocalists are now void), and
the swirling. melodic guitar lines.
'Dr Love', hopefully to be the next single and already a
fir'." live E·v,ourjte, :went do
, with An
·•
voice at
hotter, t
got wilder
Train',

this lacklustre performance; another indie band hellbent
on under-achieving.
Ian Dickson
■ FIRE NEXT TIME, MARQUEE,
LONDON

Fire Next Time have power, the gruff vocal earnestness
of Springsteen and some epic songs which would be far
better suited to stadiums than to Soho nightclubs. They
tried, though they finally failed, to deliver their message
across a spiritual no-man's land which stretched four foot
from the Marquee stage. Most people lost interest in their
fervent sincerity while James Maddock dreamt of his
socialist heaven.
'Union Song' i5 a Cajun extravaganza and their best
number. It bounces along, uplifting and inspiring. If politics
and pop should be mixed, this is how it should be done.
I
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■ BIG COUNTRY, ROCK CITY,
NOTTINGHAM

Stuart Adamson and the boys were enjoying themselves;
this low-key tour of smaller venues has given them a
chance to return to their roots and celebrate their
stadium-rock success with the people who made it all
possible in the first place, and they were relishing the
rediscovered interaction with an audience who knew all
the words and whose faces they could actually see.
The rock routines perfected on the big stages served
them well. Adamson may consider stardom a myth but it
seems to suit his band just fine. From 'The Seer' to
'Steeltown', each song was lovingly crafted and polished
before being fired off into the adoring crowd, who managed to transform even tire most personal tale of depression into a terrace singalong.
Adamson's social conscience is especially dear to him
now that Big Country are so successful, but repeated
attempts to share his political viewpoint with the audience
between songs were met with complete Indifference. For
Big Country people politics was never in fashion and they
didn't want to hear about nuclear weapons on their night
out, thank you very much.
Big Country's music is strictly formularised. Predictable
·and one-dimensional, it follows the basic laws of guitar•
driven dynamics. For a band with radical opinions, theirs is
a deeply conservative sound which, from the evidence of
new songs such as the Lennon-style 'Peace In Our Time',
shows little sign of further development. They're trapped
on a rock anthem production line, and while Celtic
cohorts U2 managed to escape a similar situation through
the use of studio production techniques, Big Country
don't seem to have the imagination or even the desire to
break out.
The audience, however, didn't care. They wanted old
favourites and lots of them. As 'In A Big Country' progressed through 'Fields Of Fire' and on to the inevitable
encores, it became clear that Big Country weren't going
to spring any surprises and we could all go to our beds
safe in the knowledge that we had an uncomplicated good
night out.
Matthew Collin
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a nice line in musical pathos.
Everyone is eager to greet the Chills with an enthusiasm similar to the across-the-board acclaim they received for their 'Kaleidoscope World' LP. But unfortunately the band must be preoccupied with their Christmas
in NZ because they never manage to do their best songs
full justice. The delicate Syd Barrett-style melodies of
'Pink Frost' are worthy of note and some of the newer
ditties from their latest LP, 'Brave Words', show some
signs of hope but it's the same old problem at the root of
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nearest they got to accepta ty 1s an appalling but brllllanc version of 'It's Not Unusual' that would've brought
tears to the eyes of Jonathan Ross.
Their songs of cheap, perfume scented sexual frustra·
tions such as 'My Favourite Dress' and the what-the-hell
abandon of their set tonight was refre5hingly wonderful.
The evening over, the potential BMX whizzkld standing
next to me mumbled something about Wembley and left
drunk on wild pop.
Johnny D~
R NI. 4 5

The Wonder Stuff aim to
be an antidote to the
boredom and banality ofa
lot of today's mainstream
pop. In the last of m1'shot
tips for 1988. Andy
Strickland predicts these
young Midlanders are going
all the way to the top.
Stuffed dummies (not
really): Steve Double

STUFF 'N' NONSENSE
1987

will not go down as a great

"I saw those pictures of Mark Shaw in

rm.

I couldn't go home for my dinner and face
my Hum and Dad if I'd seen myself looking
like that"
4 6 RN\

year for new bands from the
once fenile independent sector. The
'C86' compilation was finally shown to
be merely the fortunate marketing
ploy many of us had suspected from
the start, and though some of the featured bands went on to pick up deals
with the majors, few have SUIVived
and fewer still (any?) have gone on to
make any impression in the cut-throat
environs of the top 50 singles chart.
On the back of this failure, last year
became something of a void for those
of us hoping for someone to help fill
the gap left by the disintegrating
Smiths or a band to follow the example of That Petrol Emotion and bring a
bit of youthful spunk to the stylised,
cover version-mad droµght of high
profile Brit pop. God, even going out
to gigs was becoming a pain as the
inability to play properly crept back
into the realms of being cool. H.E.L.P!
And then along came the Wonder
Stuff. On the back ·of their debut
'Wonderlul Day' single, the boys from
the Midlands released 'Unbearable' the standout independent single of the
year. Sure it sowided a touch similar
to the Petrol's 'Big Decision'. but it was
even better. Huge, fat rascal guitars
and a bitter-sweet lyric that sent yours

truly scun:ying to the band's London
date at Dingwalls.
I knew they were longhairs and
possessed a crazy beast of a bassist. I
hoped they'd be able to overcome the
oft-cited nerves many young bands
suffer when first playing the capital.
Miles, Male, Rob and Martin strode
onto the stage and proceeded to. slay
the audience with the most ferocious
pop outburst I'd heard in years. Song
after song of raunchy, ringing, ridiculously catchy noise topped off with
Miles - flowing locks, cocky,
sucked-in cheeks - caressing his
semi-acoustic guitar while Male - a
teenage Francis Rossi lookalike hammered out skull-splitting noises
from those silver strings. It was perfect!
What a relief that the year didn't
cough its last without something special blossoming forth. At the Dingwalls
gig, the big boys were much in evidence - cheque books and American
Express bar bills at the ready. The
Wonder Stuff were afforded the usual
round of hot-aired meetings and slaps
on the back. Then things started to
happen.
So much so, that rm has had a hard
job tracking them down in recent
weeks. Would you believe they've
been on tour with Big Country? Not
bad for a young independent guitar
band whose members have long hair
and a tea fixation. Miles sits in his
kitchen, still wearing his pyjamas halfway through the band's second day
off in some weeks, and reflects on the
band's year.
"The Big Country tour went really
well," he enthuses. "When they first
offered it to us, I thought, 'yeah, it'll be
a good crack', but then I thought it
was bound to be a difficult audience
for us to play to. I mean, Big Country!
It's all fists in the air and stamping
isn't it? Anyway, we played with them
in Newcastle last night and we got all
that as well. We went down almost as
well as they did"
It turns out that the Wonder Stuff
were offered the coveted support slot
as part of the buttering-up process
used to woo new bands. The interested major record companies have
now been whittled down to two and
the band are enjoying these little
games before they put their Christmas
pens into action and sign. Mind you,
Miles cites another ploy for clirlcb,jng
the tour.
"Well you see, we hang around in
men's toilets quite a bit. . ."
Thank you Miles.
The Wonder Stuff have made other
impressive strides in their short
career, as Miles explains.
"We've got this film thing to do in
January. Universal Pictures have asked
us to re-record 'Unbearable' for a film
called, funnily enough, 'The Big Country'. It stars Dan Aykroyd and Steve
Martin and it's about some guy tripping across America. It came about
because Mark from Balaam & The
Angel was blabbing about this film
thing they were doing so I said to our
manager 'they've got a film, what about us?'. He got in touch and it rumed
out he knew someone at the company
and that they'd heard 'Unbearable' and
really liked it. I was quite shocked
when we found out they were up 'for
it.

"We're quite famous on MTV
Europe as well," he continues. "They
rang us up the other week and asked
us to do some live acoustic stuif so we
went to the studios and did two songs.
It was dead funny ·cause we felt
W3Sted after a night in our hotel in
London."
But I thought the Wonder Stuff only
drank tea Miles?
"Oh yeah," he squirms. "I think
someone slipped something into our
tour tea urn. Big CoWltry had three tea
urns themselves. Anyway, wav played the 'Unbeai:able' video on four hour
rotation so we can't wait to play in
Europe now."
In the past, independent bands have
stuck their necks out and fretted about
signing their lives away to the majors.
Indie scruples were once heralded as
something worth cherishing. The
Wonder Stuff are convinced they can
handle any problems.
"We haven"t got any worries really,"
says Miles. "Those bands in the past
asked for all those headaches. I think
the press were to blame for a lot of
the pressure on bands like the
Soupies and the Bodines and rm not
sure they can ever do anything more
than be good indie chart bands. Mind
you, I like them."
The Wonder Stufrs sound is not
something that seems to have too
much instant appeal for daytime radio,
so how fai: ai:e these canny Midlanders prepared to compromise them-

selves to succeed?
"There's not much chance of us
doing that because I think that our
guitars are too twee at the moment I
want us to be much more aggressive;
I want to annoy people and I personally think the shit that pours out of
that radi.o every day is appalling. If we
were guaranteed daytime radio play, I
think that's when rd start worrying.
We've been doing some recording for
the next single and people have been
trying to get us to put keyboai:ds and
brass on things but we want to get
harder. Not like the Cult, but along the
lines of 'Big Decision'. That was a
great production job.
"The next single will probably be
'Give, Give, Give Me More, More
More', but we'll see what happens
when we've finished the recording.
There's another possibility: 'Oh Dear
Deai: Deirdre, Oh Dearie'. They seem
to be the best live songs at the moment and we'll make them a bit more
dynamic in the studio. I don't want us
to be just a guitar thrash."

Not only have the Wonder Stuff got
the songs and ability to make their
mai:k, Miles is also one of the best
frontmen you'll see. Cocky, but likeable with it
"That's because of the people rve
admired," he explains. "Like Lydon
and Bolan. When I went to see PiL,
John Lydon didn't resort to swearing at
all, but he cut these hecklers dead

Whenever I spend money to go to a
gig, 1 want to be belittled by the band
because so many people these days
can play well and write good songs you need something more to stand
out I'd like to be more cocky and
cheeky onstage but I'm. pretty skinny
and I can't handle myself at all so I'd
be taking a bit of a risk"
And how about assuming the role of
a 0owing-locked pin-up in 1988? How
does that appeal Miles?
"Oh no, it's so shallow isn't it? I'd
much rather come across as someone
like Stump; they're brilliant I want to
be stupid, like in those pictures where
John Lydon looks a right bastard brilliant.
"I saw those pictures of Mark Shaw
in rm a couple of months ago and I
just howled. How can you do that to
yourself? I couldn't go home for my
dinner and face my Mum and Dad if
I'd seen myself looking like that."
And while we're on the subject of
looks, I wonder if Miles can offer
some insight into bass player Rob's
make-up fixation. With his straight
black hair and eyeliner, he's a sight to
behold.
"You should have seen him when
we first met him," laughs Miles. "He
used to draw all over his face and
wear all this leopardskin. First time he
came round, I opened the door and
thought 'good qriefl'. He had this pair
of Dr Marten's that had the soles
hanging off, but they'd been like it for

so long that he had moss and things
growing inside them. He's toned down
a bit since then."
And what does he make of it when,
night alter night, you dedicate the
song 'I Am A Monster' to him on
stage?
"Oh he loves t.h e monster thing,"
says Miles. "In fact we're going to get
him a microphone from now on so that
he can go 'grrnrr' all the way through
'Monster'. He wants us to drop his
name altogether and be known as
'The Bass Thing' or 'fang'. Rob's a fun.
ny lad, 1 wonder about him for hours
sometimes."
Enough of this tomfoolery though.
At the risk of doing a Jimmy Greaves
and ruining a band's chances by tipping them for great things, I can't see
the Wonder Stuff failing 10 go from
strength to strength in 1988. They've
got songs, style, a great sowid and,
above all, a sense of humour. At the
moment, they're still the best-kept
secret in the music business, eve.n
among the hawk-eyed press.
The band will be touring in the next
few months to coincide with the release of their third single. If you're
given up looking for something that
bit special or you just fancy a night
out with a truly fantastic yoWlg guitar
pop group, take a stiff d rink and
brace yourselves for the Wonder Stuff.
Like it or not, you're goin9 to be hearing a lot more of them in the next 12
months.
RM 4 7
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